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The Community Arts Center Handbook is a collection of illustrated methods to 
aid arts organizations at various stages of the planning and design process. 
Setting up a new arts council or improving an existing requires a visioning proc-
ess that offers community participants opportunities to make their arts con-
cerns known, as well as planned actions to achieve desired outcomes. The ef-
fectiveness of an organization depends upon a relationship to its constituents, 
who may be actual members or the broader public. The transparency of the 
councils' goals can influence the way that media is used to keep the commu-
nity informed. Consequently, a well-planned communications program delivers 
information translated into the language of the audience. Assessing community 
assets through workshops and surveys of arts activities provides the basis for 
identifying facility space requirements—and such requirements determine the 
suitability of existing facilities for use as an arts center. Arts groups sometimes 
embark on a building program without knowing where to begin and who should 
be involved. It is also evident that each arts group differs in its organization, 
scope and community support, yet most are similar in their lack of funds and 
dispersal of activities and locations. Arts groups using this guide will find that 
they will become better informed about planning, design and management and 
are better positioned to identify appropriate professionals to implement their 
ideas.

The illustrations in this book represent Henry Sanoff’s involvement in pro-
jects in Australia, Japan and the United States. Other contributors in-
clude Graham Adams, Kofi Boone, Lucy Davis, Matt Devine, Marilia Do-
Val, Neil Goldberg, Jeffrey Levine, Ann McAllum, Evrim Demir Mish-
chenko, Rory O’Moore, Sergio Ortiz, Ryoko Sato, and Nadya Snigiryova,
Additional support came from an earlier grant (1982-1983) from the Na-
tional Endowment of the Arts Design Arts Program and the North Caro-
lina Arts Council for the publication of an Arts Center Workbook. The re-
cent arts groups that served as clients include Reidsville, and Lumber-
ton, North Carolina with Tammy Spencer. Rebekah Thompson, and Jef-
frey York with the. support of the North Carolina Arts Council.
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The essence of a community is its art—music, festivals, paintings, literature 
and other forms of creative expression. There has been growing recognition of 
the role that the arts and artists play in economic and community development. 
This is evident since community arts support local economic development indi-
rectly by enhancing interaction within and between communities, which in turn 
generates businesses, jobs, and tourism.

Arts-centered activities contribute to the sustained advancement of 
human dignity, health and/or productivity within a community. These 
include activities that educate and inform us about the world and us 
and build and improve community capacity. Community art spaces 
are also credited with generating economic revitalization through 
the adaptation of older, vacant buildings and by attracting visitors 
who in turn support local businesses and other cultural enterprises. 
This eBook then, is about the planning and design process for creat-
ing a community arts center.

Flexible and multifunctional, community art centers not only present art, but of-
ten serve as art school, resource and outreach center, and community gather-
ing space. They often work closely with local artists and the communities in 
which they are located to present and debate local history and cultures and en-
gage in neighborhood improvement projects. In these and other ways, art 
spaces build on local assets to enhance community involvement, interaction, 
and participation. This also contributes to a better understanding of the role of 
public space in community development through an examination of community 
art spaces.

Introduction
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There is a new way at looking at growth and development that connects the 
economy and culture. Central to this new way of thinking is that creativity and 
knowledge are influential in promoting economic growth. The term creative 
economy has evolved as a idea based on creative assets that generate eco-
nomic growth.

Creativity is the use of ideas whether traditional or novel, to produce new 
ideas. Creative economy as a term is first used by John Howkins in his book, 
Creative Economy. For Howkins, neither creativity nor economics is new, but 
the nature and extent of their interaction is new that leads to extraordinary 
value and wealth. Howkins, seeing creative industries as the core to creative 
economies, has defined various sectors that comprise creative economies 
ranging from arts and crafts to newly emerging fields of computer and re-
search and development. 

Creative economy embraces economic, cultural and social aspects. 
It can benefit communities by fostering income generation, job 
creation and export earnings while promoting social inclusion, cul-
tural diversity and human development.  

Regardless of the way in which creativity is interpreted, there is no doubt that, 
by definition, it is a key element in defining the scope of the creative industries 
and the creative economy. 
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Creative industries are central to creative economies. While the broader defini-
tion of creative economy idea is often agreed upon, what constitutes creative 
industries varies and there are different models reflecting different conceptuali-
zations. One approach sees creative industries as those sectors requiring 
“creativity and talent, with potential for wealth and job creation through exploi-
tation of their intellectual property” and classifies different creative industry 
categories mostly focusing on arts and cultural sectors. These areas are ad-
vertising, architecture, arts and antiques market, crafts, design, fashion, film 
and video, music, performing arts, publishing, software, television and radio, 
and video and computer games. 

In the international arena, discussions focused on the role of cultural indus-
tries in development, with particular emphasis on the importance of local artis-
tic and cultural activity as a means for economic empowerment and poverty 
alleviation. Such creative industry approaches combine culture and arts re-
lated sectors with technology and research and development.

Another interpretation of a creative economy is Richard Florida’s, The Rise of 
the Creative Class, where he describes the emerging “creative class,” which 
is a group of professional, scientific, and artistic workers whose presence gen-
erates economic, social, and cultural dynamism. According to Florida, the crea-
tive class are the people who contribute to the economy through creativity.  He 
asserts that creative class workers are not attracted to places by jobs but cul-
tural activity and social climate. Creative people help cities thrive in profound 
ways. Economist Ann Markusen draws a connection between the presence 
and influences of thriving artist communities with successful industries of all 
types. She demonstrates that productivity and earnings in a regional economy 
rise in correlation to the number of artists within its boundaries, applying the 
phrase “artistic dividend.”

There are different definitions of creative industries but 
arts and culture have been consistently used as one of 
the major categories in most approaches.
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The source of funds is a constant topic of conversation among arts nonprofit 
organizations particularly during difficult economic times. Locating appropriate 
sources of funding and estimating needs tend to be the most pressing issues. 
Typically, arts organizations are more adept about creating programs than 
they are about funding strategies, particularly since the different types of fund-
ing that support arts nonprofits have never been clearly defined.

In the for-profit world, by contrast, there is a much higher degree of clarity on 
financial issues. This is particularly true when it comes to understanding the 
idea of business models, which incorporate a company’s strategy. 

There are however, several nonprofit models that are commonly used by non-
profits in the United States described in an article entitled Ten Nonprofit Fund-
ing Models by W.L. Foster, P. Kim, and B. Christiansen. Typically, there is not 
a single approach for a given nonprofit to pursue. Instead, it is necessary for 
arts nonprofits to articulate the models that they believe could support the 
growth of their organizations, and examine the potential and constraints asso-
ciated with those models.

For stability, an organization needs to have a source of revenue for 
at least 70% of their operating costs and a plan to raise the rest of 
the funds needed for their annual budget. Competition for the 
funds is fierce consequently arts organizations must use more 
than one or more of the following strategies to raise the money 
they need.
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Member Motivator is a funding model whereby nonprofits rely on individual do-
nations from members of the organization because the arts are integral to 
their life and from which they benefit. Nonprofits using the Member Motivator 
funding model connect with member donors by offering or supporting the ac-
tivities that they already seek. It is equally important to determine if the organi-
zation has the ability to manage fundraising efforts.   

Cause Connection is a fundraising approach focuses on causes, such a pro-
moting the arts, that are important for members of the community by creating 
a structured way for people to connect with the arts where none existed previ-
ously. The aim is to build connections to the cause and offer ways for mem-
bers to be involved. This approach requires a large potential donor base with 
a connection to the arts that you can begin to communicate with and invite to 
participate usually in a small way at first. It is necessary to attract and involve 
a large number of people through direct mail or social media. 
 

Major Donor Support is a model that tries to get a majority of support from ma-
jor gifts. Supporters usually are drawn by connections with either a staff per-
son, the people who benefit from the service or the approach or technique 
used to help the people. The focus is on developing donor relationships with 
people of means who can make a large gift and connecting them to the arts. 
These gifts are usually once a year and the approach should be personal so-
licitation, not mass appeal. These donors are also often require a report on 
how funds were used and on the effectiveness of the program funded by the 
gift.

Membership is another organizational model. People usually belong because 
they are personally invested in the arts, which tend to be important to the 
members everyday life. Members feel that they get a collective benefit from 
belonging to the organization. This usually means providing common benefits 
to a growing group of people who consider the membership to have value for 
their lives. Fundraising often is a value exchange for these organizations so 
gift premiums are often an important tool for fundraising.

The Big Benefactor model is where organizations rely on major gifts from a 
few individuals or foundations or a major government grant. This type of fund-
ing may be a good way to get started, but the funding typically relies on one 
source, which  limits organizational continuity. This approach works best for 
one-time projects in an organization where immediate action fueled by suffi-
cient support has a high probability of a big return. One down side is that such 
gifts usually take a long time to develop requiring other funding before and in 
between grants.
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Market Makers are where arts nonprofits generate the majority of their reve-
nues from fees or donations that are directly linked to their activities. They of-
ten receive funds from businesses or service agencies to help people use the 
services from the donating businesses when they could not give directly to the 
beneficiaries or provide the services directly based on legal or tax restraints. 
 
Most arts organizations will need to rely on one or two of the strategies pre-
sented particularly since charitable organizations are small compared the 
large number seeking funds. Arts organizations need to be constantly looking 
at new programs and opportunities to maintain the interest of community mem-
bers to continue their support.  

A business plan is a decision-making tool whose content and format is deter-
mined by the organization’s goals and audience. A business plan represents 
all aspects of a business planning process starting with vision and strategy 
and including marketing, finance, operations, human resources as well as a 
legal plan, when required. A business plan is a summary of those sub-plans. 
Preparing a business plan draws on a wide range of knowledge from many 
different business disciplines: finance, human resource management, intellec-
tual property management, supply chain management, operations manage-
ment, and marketing, among others.

A business plan, written by the organizational staff includes elements 
such as: 

Organizational Overview – the mission, goals, current audiences, etc.

Description of Product or Service –  the new idea to be implemented, 
and its relationship to the organization’s core mission

Market Analysis – the potential customers and target market for the 
new product or service, including an assessment of potential competi-
tors or collaborators that already exist in the community

Marketing Plan – a strategy for reaching the potential audience

Operating Plan – the resources necessary to launch the idea (i.e. quali-
fied staff, facilities, computers), and the milestones/ timeline for imple-
mentation

Financial Plan – the money it will cost to start and run the program or 
service, and the corresponding income sources

Appendices – reports and studies that support the business plan
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Arts Councils need to maintain a strong web presence by creating a well-
designed web site. Such websites have become the focal point of interaction 
between the Council and its members. The site should identify the organiza-
tion’s activities, mission, and inform community members with event informa-
tion, blogs, and photography to give a positive impression. 

Social media is a way to share what the arts organization is doing. In order 
for a Council to build membership, they need to convey that it is an organiza-
tion worth joining. Potential and current members enjoy reading about the 
results and impact of the Council’s activities. Arts Councils need to promote 
their activities on such social networks like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Goo-
gle and other websites that potential members visit. By sharing the Councils 
activities across different platforms, the potential for reaching new members 
in increased. Arts Council members usually have a personal stake in the or-
ganizations success. Branding is used to build an impression in the minds of 
community members, helping them to associate value with an emotional con-
nection to the organization. The idea is to establish community loyalty. Brand 
enthusiasts are people that help to define the Council’s voice on the internet 
by creating blogs, publish personal websites, and even create videos that 
will promote news and activities of the Councils activities. The key is to give 
brand enthusiasts the proper methods to convey the Councils message eas-
ily. Information packaging or the appropriate communication technology that 
will accomplish the stated objectives is important to completely control the 
message. Since people differ in the way they learn, it is useful to communi-
cate the same ideas in many different ways. A communications program 
must be well planned, imaginatively designed and efficiently delivered. Com-
munication transmits information, which provides a basis for action and mak-
ing decisions. It is the vehicle for thinking and reaching into the future.
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People need to know what an is-
sue is about to be able to decide 
whether they want to participate. 
One way to inform and stimulate 
people to participate is to set up 
exhibits in public places, such 
as a shopping mall or at street 
fairs.

Sending a news release to a news-
paper, radio or TV station is one 
way to get media interested in do-
ing a story. Often a news release is 
used to persuade an editor to do a 
story, especially in larger communi-
ties where there is competition to 
get the attention of the media. 
Press kits are a more detailed and 
authoritative source of information 
useful for reporters. They should 
contain summary information about 
the decision process, as well as 
key technical studies. Newspaper 
inserts are also effective as a 
means to inform the public about 
the process and to keep people 
adequately informed. Newsletters 
are an effective means of sustain-
ing interest throughout an ex-
tended decision making process. 
They can provide more information 
than can be communicated through 
the news media.
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Communication has become part of the daily routine of business people, ad-
ministrators, and professionals, yet there is a lack of awareness that many of 
their problems originate from and can be solved by communication. A well-
developed communication consciousness will help to make meetings more 
effective and less hostile as well as to insure that important information reach 
the people that require its use. Communication awareness means that infor-
mation is focused and translated into the language of the audience. The audi-
ence, whether client or user, should be understood as to, what they care 
about and why.  Working with people often becomes a communications prob-
lem that can easily be overcome by including stakeholders in the development 
of the work that will ultimately depend on them for acceptance and success.

Another approach to facilitate user's awareness to environmental situations, 
particularly where people have adapted to intolerable conditions is a planned 
walk or walkthrough the area of study. This walk allows participants to redis-
cover a familiar situation or to acquaint the participant with a new situation. 
This approach might include a map or plan designating specific stops to re-
cord impressions, and a list of specific tasks. This technique is most effective 
as an introduction to the participatory process. A map of an eight-block study 
area, locating specific stops, appeared in the Smithfield newspaper before an 
open community workshop. Townspeople filled the streets on this self-guided 
walking tour to rediscover the positive as well as negative features of the 
town.

Teamwork is beneficial in creative problem solving, but nowhere more so than 
for idea generation. The best-known method for doing this is brainstorming. 
Classic brainstorming is a verbal method of problem solving used with small 
groups of from three to nine people with three rules to follow:

1. Generate as many solutions as possible

2. Wild ideas are encouraged

3. No criticism is allowed - judgment is deferred

There are, however, other brainstorming methods sometimes referred to as 
brain writing, for groups’ larger twelve members. These methods can also be 
used by a group of people who cannot meet in the same place at the same 
time.

Marketing Methods
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Other brainstorming methods are:

Gallery: Each member is given an easel and a large pad with time to write 
down all his/her ideas about the problem. Time-out is called. Participants circu-
late among the easels, and then return to their own to make additions and 
modifications. Idea hitchhiking occurs. Notes are collected and given to an-
other team for evaluation. This method is particularly effective for people who 
are uncomfortable when speaking in front of a group.

Pin Card: People sit around a large table and write ideas on note cards. The 
cards are then passed around and participants can add their ideas and im-
provements to the original idea. Cards are then collected to be evaluated by 
another team. This method is used to collect ideas when large groups of peo-
ple want to be involved in the process. After the problem definition has been 
presented, each participant is asked to write down twenty ideas on slips of pa-
per, with each on a separate slip.  These are collected and given to another 
team to organize and evaluate the ideas generated.

Verbal and written brainstorming techniques can be combined to 
take advantage of the best features of each approach. Groups of 
about twenty people can participate in interactive brainstorming, 
and these method feature periods of idea writing with verbal shar-
ing of ideas.

Idea Trigger: After an initial period of silent activity, in which each participant 
writes down ideas on a notepad with two columns, each member takes turns 
reading their list. As members read from their list, other participants cross off 
any new or hitchhiking ideas they have in the second column. After going 
around the group once clockwise, the process is repeated moving counter-
clockwise around the group. Once the second cycle is completed, the ideas 
are collected for later evaluation.

Panel Format: When a larger group is present, say from 20-30 people, a 
panel of 5-10 participants can be formed, who then verbally brainstorm in front 
of the rest of the group. The group at large will write down their own new or 
hitchhiking ideas as they listen to the panel. After the process is completed, 
the ideas of both the panel and the “audience” are collected for later evalua-
tion.

    Further Information

Henry Sanoff, Community 
Participation Methods in 
Design and Planning

Cranford Slip Writing
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Participation in community issues places serious demands and responsibili-
ties upon participants. Although people voluntarily organize to participate in 
community projects, the technical complexity of such projects usually requires 
professional assistance. In addition to the need to address technical complex-
ity, sound design and planning principles must be incorporated in the planning 
process. Without guidance, community groups may respond only to situations 
of crisis and may not achieve the goals that originally united them. The man-
agement of participatory efforts is important.      

People will join if change can and will occur. Participation can function if it is 
active, directed and if those who become involved experience a sense of 
achievement. At the same time, a re-examination of traditional design and 
planning procedures is required to ensure that participation becomes more 
than confirmation of a professional’s original intentions.

The goal of participation is to encourage people to learn as a result of becom-
ing aware of an opportunity to examine new environments for learning. Learn-
ing occurs best when the process is clear, communicable, open, and encour-
ages dialogue, debate, and collaboration.  As more people learn about educa-
tional issues their decisions will have positive effects on the quality of the 
learning environment. Participation does not imply that there is no longer a 
role for institutional leaders. It only means that a dialogue is necessary be-
tween parents, teachers, students, educational administrators and public offi-
cials regarding needs and resources to meet needs.The architect's role is to 
facilitate the community's ability to reach decisions about farts acility design 
through an easily understood process.
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Most often this will take the form of making people aware of environmental al-
ternatives.  This role also includes helping people develop their resources in 
ways that will benefit themselves and others. Facilitation is a means of bring-
ing people together to determine what they wish to do and helping them find 
ways in deciding how to do it. A facilitator should make everyone feel included 
in what is going on and that what each person has to say is being listened to 
by the group.  Facilitation can also include the use of a variety of techniques 
whereby people not professionally trained can organize themselves to create 
a change in the environment. If people are to discover the principle of quality 
for themselves, they are more likely to do so in small groups. Significant 
changes in people's behavior will occur if the persons expected to change par-
ticipate in deciding what the change shall be and how it shall be made.

Good planning for community participation requires careful analysis. Although 
it is critical to examine goals and objectives in planning for participation, there 
are various techniques that are available, each of which performs different 
functions. In the last several decades, there have been numerous efforts to 
accumulate knowledge about various participation techniques, as well as the 
function that these techniques perform. Community surveys, review boards, 
advisory boards, task forces, neighborhood and community meetings, public 
hearings, public information programs, interactive cable TV, have all been 
used with varying degrees of success, depending on the effectiveness of the 
participation plan. Because community participation is a complex process, it 
requires considerable thought to prepare an effective participation program.

12
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Participation Checklist

Engage community members in the 
development of a shared vision

Inform and educate the public 
about the arts center project 

Encourage a sense of community 
ownership, pride of the project

Create interest about opportunities 
for the community to participate in 
the project as an outlet for local ar-
tistic and cultural expression

Create relationships between the 
arts council, the community and 
local arts and cultural groups

Engage youth to become active par-
ticipants in arts and cultural activi-
ties

Build and maintain momentum for 
the project

Further Information
Henry Sanoff. Community 
Participation Methods in De-
sign and Planning

See more at: 
http://artscapediy.org/Creative-
Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Ar
e-My-Stakeholders-and-How-
Do-I-Engage-Them/A-Guide-to
-Engaging-the-Community-in-Y
our-Project.aspx#ensuring_yo
ur_project

Small groups engaged in the arts center space planning process are effective since 
they allow every member in a community workshop to participate.
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The Community Workshop Process has proven to be a successful goal-
setting technique, a collaborative exchange, and an interdisciplinary problem-
solving approach. It is a successful participatory design strategy when applied 
to specific goal-oriented objectives of a clearly defined problem. It is a collabo-
rative planning process when used in conjunction with other participatory tech-
niques within a defined program. The two main objectives of the community 
workshop are as follows:

1. To gain the unified support of a representative cross section of citizens who 
are committed to implementing the proposed solutions

2. To get the commitment of the power structure to secure the necessary re-
sources to affect the changes

The following are the basic workshop strategies:

Perception of a common goal or sense of urgency

Involvement of all factions of the community

Full citizen participation (includes those not experiencing the problem)

Maintaining a sense of individual contribution to the total process

Resolution of conflict and redirecting its energy toward community 
tasks

Participation
Techniques
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First, the community must have a sense of urgency about creating a commu-
nity arts facility in order for a workshop to become an effective mechanism for 
change. It is important to get various groups to work together toward achiev-
ing common goals.  This is more likely to occur if the individuals within these 
groups feel a sense of personal contribution to the total process. If citizens do 
not perceive that they can satisfy their own goals, they will not participate. Cre-
ating a dialogue within working groups will allow people who are not experienc-
ing the problem to learn from those who are. 

This process requires an accelerated rate of participation and an unveiling of 
all agendas. With all parties at the table, the dialogue evolves into decision-
making. An individual’s interests are not ignored; rather, they are considered 
with others and are modified accordingly.

The role of modification during the process is important to identify at the out-
set of the workshop. The eventual goal is local consensus. The extent to 
which consensus demands modification is something that cannot be ignored. 
In his discussion of consensus decision-making, Avery, in his book, Building 
United Judgement, comments, “What occurs in consensus is not compromise, 
i.e. giving up of something you want, a something that is assumed to be fixed 
and unchangeable, but a profoundly if subtly different event: reformulation, in 
which what you started out wanting itself changes. You do not lose something 
of this fixed position, you change, see something better, improve your benefits 
in the contexts of the group exchange, the new information, the longer better 
vision generated.”
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The essential ingredients of a 
community workshop are:

An identifiable problem

User participation

Involvement of professionals 
from within and from outside the 
community.

The adoption of short and long 
term goals

A commitment to put the recom-
mendations of the workshop into 
action
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Consensus is seen as an agent of self-awareness and knowledge through ac-
tion or learning by doing. On the other hand, compromise is seen as a loss. 
The perception of this “loss” needs to be adjusted so that the consensus proc-
ess is seen more as an evolving modification or reformulation of ideas.

Strategic planning cycles typically begin with an appreciation and articulation of a 
perceived necessity and threat. Opportunity also can capture people’s attention, al-
though it seems to do so less frequently than necessity and threat. People and or-
ganizations are attached to ideas. Organizations, agencies, and institutions are all 
organized around ideas, many of which are outmoded. Strategic planning, if it is to 
be effective, is often focused on replacing the way things are being done now with 
other ways. It is more important to manage ideas, rather than people or structures, 
because ideas are the rallying points of collective action. 

A group process for identifying strategic issues is referred to by Greenblat & 
Duke as the “snow card” or “snowball” technique that combines brainstorming, 
which produces a long list of possible answers to a specific question---with a 
synthesizing step, in which answers are grouped into categories according to 
common themes. Each of the individual answers is written onto a 5-by-7 inch 
index card called a “snow card”; the individual cards then are fastened to a 
wall according to common themes, producing several “snowballs” of cards.

Guidelines for using the snow card technique are:

Select a facilitator to guide the process.

Form the group(s) that will use the technique. The group size can vary 
between 5 to 12 members. Several groups can be formed if large num-
bers of people wish to participate.

Participants should be seated around a table where the index cards can 
be read clearly by all members.

Participants should focus on a single problem or issue.

Participants should silently brainstorm as many ideas as possible, and 
select five best items to be transcribed onto separate index cards.

Cards are collected by the facilitator, fastened to the wall, clustered by 
all participants, and then discussed until agreement is reached about 
categories and their contents.
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Further Information

Michael Avery. Building United 
Judgement.

Cathy Greenbelt & Richard 
Duke. Principles and Practices 
of Gaming Simulation.
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Workshops are the settings for many types of participatory techniques. The 
term workshop means that citizens engage in experiences that provide an op-
portunity for learning about human relations. Learning is most functional when 
it grows out of personally involving experiences that require reflecting, devel-
oping, and testing of new insights and approaches to problem solving. These 
processes become clear when participants are required to resolve their differ-
ences as they pursue a common goal.     

Workshops achieve a high level of interaction between people sharing a com-
mon purpose. A workshop is a planned event in which participants learn from 
each other as they explore issues. An important component in the develop-
ment of a workshop is that of building group cohesion. Opportunities should 
be provided for group members to become so involved with each other that 
they begin to see each other as persons and become interested in each other. 
It is the intent of this experience to facilitate learning that might otherwise be 
haphazard and diffuse. To accomplish this, it is necessary to organize the ex-
perience so there is a focus to the group process. It should also increase the 
probability that certain learning will occur for the participants. This experience, 
however, does not dictate what a participant should learn. 

Development of characteristics such as listening and problem solving are skill-
building aspects of the goals. They include methods of interpersonal communi-
cation, group problem solving, sensory awareness, giving and receiving feed-
back, and team building. Techniques employed to direct learning include activi-
ties such as making or building something, discussions, summarization's, 
board games, interviews, inventories or checklists, role-playing, and tasks.   
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Workshops
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An appropriate combination of goals and techniques will produce an atmos-
phere appropriate for learning. Workshops can vary widely in topics, time 
lengths and goals, so it is necessary that all three be carefully chosen. Since 
the workshop participants will be using various activities to heighten their sen-
sitivity to the environment, the meeting space and graphic quality of the materi-
als are important factors that can contribute to a successful session. The qual-
ity of meeting space should reflect an awareness of the environment by insur-
ing adequate ventilation and light, movable furniture and a general setting that 
would make the participants feel comfortable. Arrangements setting the audi-
ence apart from the speaker are not desirable since it is important to establish 
a feeling of informality and encourage interaction.      

Generally it is useful to promote an upcoming workshop, especially those 
open to the public, with mail flyers, press releases to the newspaper, and tele-
vision and radio coverage. Participants attending workshops should receive 
an information packet including the program and workshop schedule.  It is 
also useful to document the workshop by taking photographs, slides, video-
tapes, or audiocassettes, as well as recording all decisions.   

Certain activities are basic to any environmental workshop. First, it is neces-
sary to clearly state the workshop's goals, schedule and events. Participants 
will become involved if they know what to expect. As an opening activity it is 
desirable to provide the participants with a personal experience that will relate 
to what they will encounter. This overview might take the form of a simple lec-
ture, the presentation of environmental issues, or a slide show, which intro-
duces basic concepts of awareness, understanding and action. The focus 
should be on active participation in activities that involve all the senses, allow-
ing discovery and encouraging exploration. Each participant should carry new 
information and fresh insights from the workshop. Group performance is more 
effective when it is clear to the member why the group was formed. It is impor-
tant that there be a leader who will clarify the members' roles and group objec-
tives of the workshop. Appropriate role definitions will help reduce barriers 
among members, encourage free communication, and decrease the tendency 
for high-status individuals to be unduly verbal.  

                                                       

Workshop participants need to under stand the context of their discussions 
and see the potential of their collective creativity before the process starts. 
Workshop participants should be divided into groups of five to nine people, 
since groups of fewer than five people may lack the knowledge or critical judg-
ments available to analyze the problem and reach a decision. As groups be-
come larger than nine people, an opportunity to participate decline and dissat-
isfaction occurs. Workshops can be conducted with many parallel groups in 
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one or several locations simultaneously, however, opportunities for groups to 
periodically present their conclusions are necessary.

Antagonism and conflicts arise when groups create together just as 
they do in 'real-life' situations. In both situations negative forces can 
emerge which can destroy personal relationships and group cohesive-
ness, or become positive forces for dynamic change and interchange.  
The core of the issue is to recognize conflict and to make it acceptable 
and visible, not attempt to squelch it or deny its validity. Conflict, when 
looked upon as an important resource, can become useful rather than 
destructive. A group leader or facilitator can help members share activi-
ties and learn to work together.

One major source of conflict in community workshops occurs when partici-
pants feel that their viewpoints are not being heard and, for this reason, they 
become belligerent and antagonistic.  It is the responsibility of the group facili-
tator to see that conflicts, when they arise, are settled constructively.  One of 
the important ways of resolving conflict is for the leader to listen to what is 
said and then to repeat it -- making sure of what the person or the group has 
said.  This is called the language of acceptance, which means that one person 
accepts the other person even though you may not agree.

A recorder working with each group is also an important contributor to the suc-
cessful operation of the process.  The recorder's function is to keep notes 
about what everyone in the group says so that in feedback sessions, each per-
son has the assurance that he or she is being listened to and their input is be-
ing valued. Summaries are one method of group feedback that helps to re-
solve conflicts. After each session, the group leader can summarize important 
points, insuring that everyone's point of view has been accurately stated. This 
insures that the process evolves on a basis of common agreements and peo-
ple can identify and accept accomplishments before continuing on to the next 
activity.      

In participatory sessions, opinions, biases and judgments have their place, but 
their purpose is to allow choice and encourage input rather than to prevent 
ideas from flowing.  Summaries during the session allow the group to perceive 
what has been happening and to determine how to continue.  Agreements can 
be reached or disagreements can be made visible so they can be construc-
tively resolved. This information should be diagrammed in a series of easily 
understood drawings and models.  Based on the objectives agreed upon in 
the workshops, a series of program alternatives can be developed. Alterna-
tives should be discussed in meetings with appropriate groups and may be 
presented to the larger community for approval.
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The intention is to agree to which of the solutions best responds to the con-
cerns of all participants. This final workshop is a necessary step prior to imple-
mentation of the project. Workshops are an effective method for achieving 
face-to-face interaction between citizens as they share in decisions that deter-
mine the quality and direction of their lives.

In contrast to typical public meetings and workshops, a community-wide dia-
logue on public issues is accomplished by study circles grounded in the histori-
cal town meeting tradition. They consist of small groups of 5 to 15 people who 
agree to meet several times to collaboratively discuss a community issue. 
Study circles are voluntary and highly participatory. Each member has an 
equal opportunity to participate so the group can assimilate the experience of 
all its members. People are invited to share their ideas and learn from each 
other. In the process they can explore new ideas because agreement is not 
an objective of the discussions. 

In the past, most study circles have taken place within schools, colleges, com-
munity groups and religious institutions where important issues were consid-
ered. Recently, however, there is a growing interest in community building us-
ing a community-wide study circle program.

Community-wide study circle programs tend to be broad-based discussion 
sessions involving numerous study circles. Extensive collaboration among 
community organizations allows for the involvement of citizens from all parts 
of the community. They generally develop out of a sense of urgency resulting 
from a local or pending crisis and often evolve into successive rounds of dis-
cussions. On the personal level, study circles allow participants to “take owner-
ship” of an issue. Participants form new friendships and new community con-
nections. Participants also learn that they are often not alone in their desire to 
confront an issue.
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Study Circles
The basic steps for organizing 
a study circle are outlined by 
the Study Circles Resource 
Center (SCRC). They include:

Organize a working group of 
community leaders"

Involve the working group in a 
study circle process

Program planning by the work-
ing group        

Identify and recruit sponsors

Recruit and train discussion 
leaders

Develop a timetable to coordi-
nate all study circles

Generate media coverage to 
promote the study circle pro-
gram

Recruit study circle partici-
pants

Inform all participants about 
proposed actions



For organizations that sponsor study circles, it broadens their connections to 
the community, and new working relationships with other organizations de-
velop. For the community, the study circle can result in actions that include 
everything from new playgrounds to programs for addressing community prob-
lems. Study circles can also lead to new collaboration between community 
sectors. A community-wide study circle program is usually initiated by a work-
ing group of community leaders who approach the issue from different experi-
ences and perspectives. A study circle among the working group will allow par-
ticipants to understand the process and the value of a dialogue between differ-
ent community organizations. It will also help to solidify the working relation-
ships within the group.

The working group is responsible for planning the program that entails 
recruiting study circle participants, leaders, and identifying sites in the 
community. It also requires the identification and recruitment of spon-
sors who can lend their resources and credibility to the program. 

Once sponsors have been recruited pilot study circles will help to solidify their 
commitment and their understanding of the study circle process. Pilot study 
circles can also help to recruit a pool of potential discussion leaders.  Once 
recruited, discussion leaders will require training through the support of a local 
college or university or human relation’s organization. Media coverage of the 
study circle program can help to gain greater community visibility and to ex-
plain why people should take part in study circles.
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Model Making Workshop
A collaborative project between 
high school and kindergarten stu-
dents focused on a waterfront de-
velopment model locating arts 
and cultural activities.

photo by H. Sanoff

Further Information

Robert Chambers, Participa-
tory Workshops.
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Bangalow, Australia 
A series of community work-
shops in Bangalow, a small town 
in Australia, brought together a 
wide range of participants con-
c e r n e d w i t h t h e t o w n ’ s   
future.The thrust of the Arts and 
Culture events consisted of in-
volving community residents in a 
meeting at the local public hall.  
Community residents, working in 
small groups, commented on sev-
eral key town’s features as well 
as design ideas for changes.The 
primary focus was the image of 
the Art Gallery and how it can be 
more welcoming.

An Arts Workshop consisted of 
children working in their school 
where they developed a collabo-
rative mural depicting their aspi-
rations for the town’s future.The 
mural was posted in the Commu-
nity Workshop.

Project conducted by by H. Sanoff , M. Devine, A. McAllen, R. Ackland, D. Young, D. Huxtable

photo  from Google Earth street view
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Highland Park, 
Richmond, VA
The aim of the workshop was to 
allow each participant to select 
three goals with the highest prior-
ity for a key community issue, 
such as Education and Culture. 
The procedure for achieving this 
was to provide each participant 
with 3 colored tabs to fasten to 
three goals they felt were impor-
tant. 

Individuals then participated in a 
group with a facilitator (Jeff 
Levine) keeping the discussion 
focused. The group received a list 
of the goals achieving the highest 
priorities. Group discussions fo-
cused on identifying strategies to 
match each goal, and developing 
an action plan for each strategy. 
Action plans answered the ques-
tion of “who, how, and when?”

A promotion cam-
paign including 
graphics material 
and banners to 
a n n o u n c e t h e 
forthcoming meet-
ing.

photo by H. Sanoff
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Visioning is a process that seeks to create useful guides for public actions in-
tended to position the community for the future. Participants are asked to think 
about how the arts community should be and find ways to identify, strengthen 
and work toward a community vision. Participants are asked how they would 
like their arts environment to be in 20 years and to try to put that vision into 
words or images. It is effective to start the process with a large group infor-
mally brainstorming what should be included in the community vision. Then, 
breaking into small working groups of about seven, participants should discus 
the ideas and present them to the larger group. Once participants present 
their views, common themes are identified and strategies are developed to 
move the community in the direction of the vision. Although specialists may 
carry out specific policies and recommendations, citizens remain responsible 
for the framework within which decisions are made. The shared vision belongs 
to the group rather than to any one individual. 

Community visioning projects are conducted by citizens, 
often referred to as stakeholders, who care about the fu-
ture of their communities. The stakeholders in success-
ful visioning processes represent the community’s diver-
sity. As the planning group for the visioning process, 
they set goals and develop the action plan and imple-
mentation strategies. 
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Visioning
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Successful visioning projects usually follow a similar process. The 
National Civic League has identified a 10-step process:

1.The Initiating Committee - This group of about 10-15 people representing 
the broader community lays the foundation for the visioning process. They fo-
cus on the process and logistics necessary to move the process forward. 
Their diverse interests lend credibility to the process.

2. The Project Kickoff - This initial event allows participants to get to know 
each other and to understand the purpose of the visioning process.

3. The Environmental Scan - At this stage it is useful to examine those forces 
from the state and national level that can impact the community.

4. The Community Profile - Here the participants examine the current circum-
stances in the community and examine their future if no intervention occurs.

5. The Civic Index - This is a tool developed by the National Civic League to 
measure the communities problem-solving capability. 

6. The Community Vision Statement - A vision is the way to develop a frame-
work for projects and priorities for 10, 20, or 30 years into the future.

7. Action Plans - Participants identify projects, implementation strategies, time-
lines, and responsible parties.

8. A Community Celebration - A visioning process should conclude with a cele-
bration acknowledging the work of all participants and announcing the plan to 
the community.

9. Shifting from Planning to Implementation - This is the transition stage where 
responsible parties build on the momentum of the celebration and begin their 
work.

10. The Implementation Committee - Successful visioning projects require a 
group to oversee and support the implementation process. 
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Strategic planning is an organized effort to produce decisions and actions that 
shape and guide what an arts community is, what it does, and why it does it. 
Strategy is the act of mobilizing resources towards goals. It includes setting 
goals and priorities, identifying issues and constituencies, developing an or-
ganization, taking actions and evaluating results. Strategic planning requires 
information gathering, an exploration of alternatives, and an emphasis on the 
future implications of present decisions. It can facilitate communication and 
participation, accommodate divergent interests and values, and foster orderly 
decision-making and successful implementation. 

A strategic plan is a method of developing strategies and action plans neces-
sary to identify and resolve issues. The challenge in creating a plan is to be 
specific enough to be able to monitor progress over time. To be usable, a stra-
tegic plan should have built-in flexibility to allow for revisions to occur, as new 
opportunities become apparent. Strategic planning is action oriented, consid-
ers a range of possible futures, and focuses on the implications of present de-
cisions and actions.

The development of a strategic plan requires the creation of a vision state-
ment to provide suitable guidance and motivation for the ensuing process. 
The vision should emphasize purposes and arrived at through group sessions  
to establish a common reference point for the broad objectives of the commu-
nity. It outlines the key areas of concern within the community and will help 
people make decisions that support that vision."

The foundation for a strategic plan, often referred to as environmental assess-
ment, considers needs, priorities, issues and opportunities. Environmental as-
sessment, or post-occupancy evaluation (POE) is the practice of using meth-
ods such as surveys, questionnaires, observation's of people's behavior, and 
focus groups to discover exactly what makes the educational environment 
work well for its users. POEs can be effective in correcting environmental er-
rors by examining buildings in use, or in preventing potential errors using sur-
vey results in a projects’ programming stage. Such environmental assess-
ments have also helped to persuade arts groups to choose design alterna-
tives that they might not otherwise have considered. 

The community workshop process has proven to be a successful goal-setting 
technique, a collaborative exchange and an interdisciplinary problem-solving 
approach. It is a successful participatory design strategy when applied to spe-
cific goal-oriented objectives of a clearly defined problem. It is a collaborative 
planning process when used in conjunction with other participatory techniques 
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Strategic Planning

The following are the ba-
sic workshop strategies:

Perception of a common goal 
or sense of urgency

Involvement of all factions of 
the community

Full citizen participation (in-
cludes those not experienc-
ing the problem)

Maintaining a sense of indi-
vidual contribution to the total 
process

Resolution of conflict and re-
directing its energy toward 
community tasks



within a defined program. The two main objectives of the community work-
shop are as follows:

1. To gain the unified support of a representative cross section of citizens who 
are committed to implementing the proposed solutions.

2.  To get the commitment of the power structure to secure the necessary re-
sources needed to affect the changes.

The community must have a sense of urgency about creating a community 
arts facility in order for a workshop to become an effective mechanism for 
change. It is important to get various groups to work together toward achiev-
ing common goals.  This is more likely to occur if the individuals within these 
groups feel a sense of personal contribution to the total process. If citizens do 
not perceive that they can satisfy their own goals, they will not participate. Cre-
ating a dialogue within working groups will allow people who are not experienc-
ing the problem to learn from those who are. An identifiable problem

This process requires an accelerated rate of participation and an unveiling of 
all agendas. With all parties at the table, the dialogue evolves into decision-
making. An individual’s interests are not ignored; rather, they are considered 
in relation to others and are modified accordingly. The role of modification dur-
ing the process is important to identify at the outset of the workshop. The even-
tual goal is local consensus. The extent to which consensus demands modifi-
cation is something that cannot be ignored. In his discussion of consensus 
decision-making, Michael Avery comments, “What occurs in consensus is not 
compromise, i.e. giving up of something you want, a something that is as-
sumed to be fixed and unchangeable, but a profoundly if subtly different 
event: reformulation, in which what you started out wanting itself changes.” 
You do not lose something of this fixed position, you change, see something 
better, improve your benefits in the context of the group exchange, the new 
information, the longer better vision generated.

Consensus is seen as an agent of self-awareness and 
knowledge through action or learning by doing. On the 
other hand, compromise is seen as a loss. The percep-
tion of this “loss” needs to be adjusted so that the con-
sensus process is seen more as an evolving modifica-
tion or reformulation of ideas.
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The essential ingredients 
of a community workshop 
are:
User participation

Involvement of professionals 
from within and from outside 
the community.

The adoption of short and long 
term goals

A commitment to put the recom-
mendations of the workshop 
into action



Strategic planning cycles typically begin with an appreciation and articulation 
of a perceived necessity and threat. Opportunity also can capture people’s at-
tention, although it seems to do so less frequently than necessity and threat. 
People and organizations are attached to ideas. Organizations, agencies, and 
institutions are all organized around ideas, many of which are outmoded. Stra-
tegic planning, if it is to be effective, is often focused on replacing the way 
things are being done now with other ways. Donald Schon argues it is more 
important to manage ideas, rather than people or structures, because ideas 
are the rallying points of collective action. 
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Further Information

Michael Avery. Building United 
Judgement

Donald Schon,. The Reflective 
Practitioner.



Asset-based community development is a constructive approach that 
focuses on the valued aspects and skills of the community and builds 
future strategies on these assets. Rather than the problems and needs 
of the community, strengths and potentials of the community is the main 
focus in this approach.

Assets are positive aspects of the community that are valued by community 
members and seen essential to be sustained for future generations. Assets 
can be physical and tangible entities such as buildings or people in the com-
munity, or they can be intangible such as neighborhood organizations, or cer-
tain community values and skills. Identification of assets is an important step 
in any asset-based development study and requires participation of commu-
nity members. This process is called community engaged asset mapping and 
is useful in understanding shared values and recognized strengths of commu-
nities. Community engaged asset mapping will give community members the 
opportunity to discuss different attributes of their communities, give them 
power in decisions shaping their communities and will provide useful outputs 
for future strategies. Such a process will produce an inventory of both tangible 
and intangible potentials in the community which may result in an actual map 
as well as information needed for developing future strategies. In the end of 
asset mapping process, you may collect:

An inventory of all the good things about your community

A ranking of the most valued aspects of your community

The reasons why people place high value on assets in your community
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Arts Based 
Assets

online image by www.caldwellarts.com



Arts based assets can be identified in a community-engaged asset mapping 
process. Physical assets, such as arts related buildings, workshops, stores, 
performance areas and the like can be identified in a focus group of artists or 
a community workshop. Similarly, intangible assets, such as artists, key peo-
ple and organizations related to the arts and the types of arts they are in-
volved can be identified in community workshops.

There are several methods that can be used in community engaged asset 
mapping. Most common and beneficial methods that can be used in identify-
ing arts-based assets are inventories, community walks, photo-visioning and 
story telling. Focus group meetings and community workshops are useful ven-
ues to bring together arts-related people and gather information on arts based 
assets where one of more of the following methods can be applied. In some 
cases where organizing such a meeting is not possible questionnaires and in-
terviews may be utilized.

Making an arts inventory is one of the first steps of arts based asset mapping. 
An arts inventory is a list of arts related assets, both tangible and intangible 
put together on an actual map format. Making an arts inventory will help to 
have an overall picture of what assets a community has related to the arts. 
The location of artists workshops, arts stores, performance areas as well as 
any possible space or building that can be utilized for arts purposes can be 
identified on a map. Information such as names, types of arts and location of 
artists and groups working on arts can easily be integrated to an inventory 
map. 
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Assets are what we want to 
keep, build upon, and sus-
tain for future generations.

Asset Mapping Methods 

Arts Inventories
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A simple map of the area can be used as a base map where the information 
can be recorded on the map in community workshop. Key people in town, arts 
associations can also provide helpful input for an arts based asset inventory.  
A current base map of the area can be obtained form the city planning depart-
ments. Nowadays there are several digital mapping softwares or websites 
available online where a base map can be easily obtained. Google Maps or 
Google Earth provide free maps of almost all locations in the world.

A community walk is a method where information on an area of interest and 
participant evaluations about an area of interest are collected through an or-
ganized walk through activity. Evaluation questionnaires, base maps, or route 
sketches can be handed out to participants for this activity. A community walk 
can be done individually where these handouts can be distributed to partici-
pants with a given deadline for return. Likewise, a guided or unguided group 
community walk activity can be organized where a community workshop may 
follow and community members can share their first-hand experience.

Other recording notes about assets directly on the handout, the participants 
may take photographs or record videos of their observations which may later 
be recorded on a collective asset map.
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Community Walk

image by E. Demir Mishchenko
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Familiar features of our everyday environment sometimes can be surprisingly 
unfamiliar. Most people can easily walk past a building every day without ever 
noticing it. In this first step – a walking tour through the town will consist of ob-
serving the buildings, the open spaces, the roads and linking paths, the park-
ing spaces, and the road signs. This rediscovery process is aimed identifying 
the town’s assets, which includes the qualities, and potentials. We will use our 
discoveries and experiences to make decisions about what should be done to 
benefit the town and its visitors, and share those experiences at a community 
workshop.
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Selma Walking Tour 
The walking tour path and the locations of stops are indicated in the map. It is suggested that you follow the sequence shown on the 
map. Starting point: Pollock Street X Railroad Street. Walk along Pollock Street towards Anderson Street. At what point do you feel that 
you are entering the downtown area?

Stop 1: Does this view lead you into the downtown? Look towards the row of buildings on the other side of Anderson Street. Are these 
buildings being used to their full potential? How else might they be used?

Stop 2: Observe the open space around you. What would you like it to be used for? As you walk up the alley on your left, note your 
reactions. Would you make any changes in the surroundings? If so, which changes would you make?

Stop 3: Stand at this point and observe the view towards Pollock Street, the back of the buildings, the trees, and the grass. What are 
your impressions of the area? 

Stop 4: Observe the row of buildings across the street. Notice the canopy and the details on the facades. What do you particularly like 
about this view? Turn left on Raiford Street. While walking, note your reactions as you approach the corner of Raiford and Anderson 
Streets. 

Stop 5: Look at the old Person-Vick 
building diagonally opposite. What fea-
tures of this building do you like the 
most? Continue your walk along Raiford 
Street taking particular note of the graph-
ics along the way and record your im-
pressions? 

Stop 6: Look towards the theater. What 
do you think about its location? 

Stop 7: Would you like to sit and spend 
some time in this location? Which of its 
attributes do you like most? Would you 
like this place to be used for any other 
activity?

Stop 8: What do you feel about this 
space? Would you like it to be used for 
any other activity? Continue long the 
alley into Railroad Street. Look to your 
left towards the railway station. Notice 
also the area between you and that 
building. What are your reactions about 
this space? 

Stop 9: Stop at the corner or Railroad 
and Raiford Streets. Look at the entire 
length of Raiford Street. What do you 
feel about this view? Would you make 
any changes on what you see? If so, 
what changes would you make? 

You have now completed your walk through the downtown area. What are your favorite buildings in this area? Do you often come 
here? If not, what do you feel would make you come more often?

walking tour developed by N. Goldberg & M. DoVal. image by H. Sanoff & E. Demir MIshchenko, base aerial photo taken from Google Earth
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Community Arts Inventory Data Form

See more at: 
http://artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-Engag
e-Them/An-Introduction-to-Cultural-Asset-Mapping.aspx#sthash.ddeeHrAX.dpuf

http://artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-Engage-Them/An-Introduction-to-Cultural-Asset-Mapping.aspx#sthash.ddeeHrAX.dpuf
http://artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-Engage-Them/An-Introduction-to-Cultural-Asset-Mapping.aspx#sthash.ddeeHrAX.dpuf
http://artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-Engage-Them/An-Introduction-to-Cultural-Asset-Mapping.aspx#sthash.ddeeHrAX.dpuf
http://artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-Engage-Them/An-Introduction-to-Cultural-Asset-Mapping.aspx#sthash.ddeeHrAX.dpuf
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    Culture Mapping

Identify the creative people, organizations, companies and other resources in the neighborhood, and how do 
they connect with each other.

Identify creative and cultural issues, challenges and opportunities. 

What are the creative space issues, challenges and opportunities? 

Is the area known for culture or engaged in cultural tourism promotion? 

Engage the creative assets and cultural resources already embedded in the community? 

See more at: 
http://artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-Engage-Them/
An-Introduction-to-Cultural-Asset-Mapping.aspx
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Photo Surveys
Photo surveys help groups develop 
design ideas by taking and discuss-
ing photos of their existing environ-
ment. They can be used as part of 
an action panning event or as an in-
dependent activity.

Photos can be taken of memorable 
places, beautiful buildings, special 
places

photo by H. Sanoff
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A mapping strategy based on the game twister was cre-
ated to engage teenagers in locating places for cultural 
activities in their town

A drawing wall allowed children to contribute to the commu-
nity planning process.

Community engaged asset mapping techniques

photo by H. Sanoff

photo by H. Sanoff online image by unisa.ac.za
Children’s model of their ideal neighborhood 
focusing on cultural activities

A game based on Monopoly where children drew pic-
tures of cultural and recreational activities

Adults and children engaged in a community mapping 
workshop

Candy and clay used for building a model
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The results of a community arts assessment can serve as a starting point for 
the identification of goals. A goal is an end toward which an effort or direction 
is specified. A goal specifies a direction of intended movement not a location. 
In this sense a goal reflects an underlying value that is sought after and is not 
an object to be achieved. Goal setting can be seen as the guiding process 
necessary for creating successful community arts facilities.

Goals identify what should be accomplished through the plan. Therefore, it is 
the participants in the planning process who are responsible for shaping goals 
over the course of the project. Goals begin as open-ended ideas derived from 
knowledge of community needs. Whereas a goal is the desired general result, 
an objective is the desired specific result. Objectives should respond to each 
goal by defining a direction. They are definable and measurable tasks that sup-
port the accomplishment of goals.

Twelve reasons for setting goals: 

1. Setting goals provides a sound basis for planning, implementation, and 
evaluation.

2. Setting goals clarifies problems.

3.  Planning based on goals elicits community support.

4.  Goal setting leads to positive action.

5.  Goal setting leads to creative problem solving.

6.  Goals are based on the potential of a community.
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7.  Plans based on goals can be evaluated and consciously changed. 

8.  Goal setting promotes human resource development.

9.  Goal setting identifies the community-wide needs and values of minorities 
and special populations.

10. Goal setting has long-term educational value for the participants.

11. Goal setting is a good investment.

12. Participatory goal setting demonstrates good faith on the part of commu-
nity leaders.

Goal identification, the first stage, requires an awareness of the problem and 
a willingness to confront controversial issues. Goal clarification is the attempt 
to understand and describe feelings and emotions that may be explicit or unex-
pressed and implicit. Identifying goal priorities is a process of rank ordering 
according to a certain criterion. The sum of goal identification, goal clarifica-
tion, and establishing goal priorities comprises what is commonly known as 
goal setting. The primary inputs to goal setting are the collective knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and experiences of participants in the process. Although most 
processes are iterative, there are three stages of development integral to goal 
setting that require examination here are three stages of development integral 
to goal setting that require examination. 

A goal statement should contain one major thought, but not specify how it will 
be met. Statements should begin with an action word such as develop, pro-
vide, maintain, reduce, continue, increase or upgrade. Equally important as 
writing clear goals is making sure they represent stakeholders’ views. 

Goals may be stated in a vari-
ety of ways. Jones suggests 
the PARK categories be 
used to organize goal state-
ments:

Preserve (what we have now 
that is positive)
Add (what we do not have that 
is positive)
Remove (what we have that is 
negative)
Keep out (what we do not 
have that is negative)
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Goal setting entails documentation and analysis. It also entails local infor-
mants, a community of clients, all of whom have their own social, political and 
economic agendas. Goal setting involves collecting stories and identifying 
common themes that bind people together. Local people can provide knowl-
edge about function, values, history and structure of community institutions. 
Story gathering, or qualitative research, is an approach whereby people are 
treated as informants, not as subjects. They are encouraged to tell what has 
happened to them as a way of explaining how things work, not just what 
things are. Goal setting results in a mutual understanding of interests and, sub-
sequently, of interpretation of issues. Strategies further clarify the methods re-
quired to reach a goal. There may be a variety of strategies required to reach 
a goal. Action steps advance those strategies further by specifying activities 
that contribute to their achievement. An action plan defines what action will be 
taken, who is responsible for getting it accomplished, and when the action 
plan should be complete. An action plan is expressed as follows:
"

What - A document that defines the actions to be taken, the person(s) 
responsible, and the time frame for completion.
Why - Define roles and responsibilities and provide a tool for tracking imple-
mentation.
How -  Define actions; gain commitments; agree on deadlines.

Although participants in the strategic planning process are amenable to 
supporting the actions required, a sense of ownership and accountabil-
ity for all enabling actions will effect successful implementation.
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    Further Information
Bernie Jones. Neighborhood 
Planning.
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All communities and organizations experience conflict at some time during 
their daily interruptions. Christopher Moore’s view is that conflict and disputes 
occur when people are involved in meeting goals that are incompatible, that 
people are working against each other, and that their goals are competitive. 
Others suggest that conflict involves incompatible behaviors between parties 
whose interests differ; where people are disrupting each other’s actions. The 
assumption that conflict is based on opposing interests leads to viewing con-
flict as a power struggle. If people have cooperative goals it leads to viewing 
conflict as a common problem that can be resolved for mutual benefit.  

Benjamin Lozare states that people find themselves in conflict because they 
assess situations differently, vary in their objectives, and prefer different 
courses of action. Such differences may occur because people have different 
values, or they may have different information, or they may process informa-
tion differently.

While there may be negative consequences associated with conflict, disputes 
can be positively resolved if the participants can develop cooperative problem 
solving procedures. Avoidance of conflict, however, undermines people’s well 
being and effectiveness. Managing conflict reduces the time wasted by redo-
ing tasks and results in more efficient use of resources. Addressing conflicts 
encourages people to understand the viewpoint of others and become less 
egocentric. People can become more confident and feel empowered to cope 
with difficulties by directly confronting them. Having others listen and respond 
to their feelings build people’s self-esteem. Learning to manage conflict facili-
tates the well being of people as well as the effectiveness of organizations.
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Conflict 
Resolution
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The absence of conflict usually means that different viewpoints have been ex-
cluded from the decision-making process. Conflict can broaden views of what 
is possible and allow more choices. Disagreement can be used to uncover 
prejudices, needs, values, and improve skills in interaction. Groups that use 
conflict for learning, instead of winning or losing, become stronger.         

Research has established that the probability of achieving favorable outcomes 
is enhanced when all parties know and practice sound negotiating techniques. 
Such situations help mediate differences without the use of manipulative meth-
ods. Negotiation is a procedure for resolving disputes. It is a form of joint prob-
lem solving. People in conflict, however, often need some form of help to set-
tle their differences. Mediation is a voluntary process of helping people re-
solve their differences with the assistance of a neutral person. Mediation is ap-
plied to a variety of organizational, environmental and public policy disputes. 
For mediation to occur, parties must have begun the process of negotiation. 
So, mediation is an extension of the negotiation process requiring the involve-
ment of a mediator who brings a new dynamic to the dispute. Negotiation is a 
psychological process involving group dynamics where there is often an ex-
pression of strong emotions. Problems associated with negative dynamics in 
the negotiation process are often associated with a lack of trust and poor com-
munications. Creating an atmosphere of trust and cooperation is referred to 
as conciliation, an integral part of mediation." !
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Twelve stages of the mediation process described by Christopher Moore:

1. Initial contacts with the disputing parties to build rapport and credibility, educating the participants about the 
negotiation process, and a commitment to the mediation process.

2. Selecting a conflict resolution strategy to guide mediation, which include competition, avoidance, accommoda-
tion, negotiated compromise, and interest-based negotiation.

3. Collecting and analyzing background information about the people through direct observation, interviewing, 
and secondary sources such as reports, minutes, or newspaper articles. 

4. Developing a detailed plan for mediation, identifying strategies that will enable agreement, answering such 
questions as who should be involved, what procedures will be used, how will participants be educated about the 
process and agree to proceed.

5. Building trust, cooperation and clarifying communication by responding to intense emotions, suppressing emo-
tions, and resolving misperceptions.

6. Opening negotiation by establishing ground rules and behavioral guidelines by facilitating communication and 
information exchange. Communication techniques might include: 

a. Restating what has been said in the same words, 

b. Paraphrasing what has been said in different words, 

c. Dividing an idea into smaller parts, 

d. Summarizing the message, 

e. Organizing ideas into a sequence, 

f. Generalizing the points in a message, 

g. Probing questions of elaboration, and 

h. Questions of clarification.

7. Defining issues and setting an agenda by ranking the issues in terms of importance and selecting the most 
important items for discussion; by identifying issues that are most likely to reach agreement; by identifying which 
issues require agreement first; by negotiating more than one issue simultaneously to allow for trade-offs; and by 
defining issues based on principles, then work out the details.  

8. Uncovering hidden interests of disputing parties can be identified through communication techniques such as 
restating, listening, or generalizing as well as questioning and brainstorming in small groups.

9. Generating options for settlement is best achieved in small discussion groups using brainstorming, Nominal 
Group Process, or by using hypothetical scenarios where participants in small groups identify how the problem 
can be solved.

10. Assessing options for settlement often requires an initial review of the interests of all parties, then combining, 
dropping or modifying alternatives to reach a final settlement.

11. Reaching agreement requires disputing parties to reduce the number of differences to terminate their conflict. 
This final bargaining stage requires parties to make offers, concessions or agreements as they incrementally con-
verge on a settlement within a prescribed deadline.

12. Formalizing the settlement can be a public or private oral exchange of agreement, or a written agreement of 
promises between disputants.
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Combining Conflict 
Resolution and Public 

Participation

Mediation is a participatory process where the mediator educates the parties 
involved in the mediation process. The primary responsibility for the resolution 
of a dispute rests on the parties themselves, where agreements reached in 
negotiations are voluntary, and the mediator’s responsibility is to assist the dis-
putants in reaching a settlement.

Combining conflict resolution and public participation processes is a model 
proposed by Sociologist, Desmond Conner, to diffuse a controversy when sev-
eral citizens groups oppose a proposed action. Conflict resolution focuses on 
developing understanding, trust and acceptance among appropriate parties, 
with the assistance of mediators or facilitators. In some instances, however, 
significant publics do not have organizations to represent them in discussing 
key community issues. Integrating conflict resolution and public participation 
allows the general public to be informed and involved as well as to develop 
consensus building with group leaders.

online image by ricgroup.com.au
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The integrated process is described as follows where each strategy is 
identified as public participation (PP) or conflict resolution (CR):

(PP) Develop a profile of the community’s social characteristics, key lead-
ers and groups.

(CR) Meeting of interest group leaders to identify key issues and options.

(PP) Inform the general public through various media about the process 
and proposals.

(PP) Organize workshops to discuss issues and produce a synthesis for 
interest group leaders.

(CR) Interest group leaders review proposals and public responses to it.

(PP) Inform the general public through various media about alternatives 
indicating selection criteria and their assessment.

(PP) Organize workshops to respond to public concerns for group lead-
ers to consider.

(CR) Convene a third meeting of interest group leaders to review alterna-
tives and establish evaluation criteria.

(PP) Publish alternatives acceptable to interest group leaders and seek 
responses from the public.

(PP) Organize workshops to identify preferred alternatives and convey 
results to group leaders.

(PP) Conduct surveys to broaden participation from the general public. 
Convey results to group leaders.

    Further Information
Edward deBono. Conflicts: A 
Better Way to Resolve Them.

Desmond Conner & Suzanne 
Orenstein. Combining Con-
flict Resolution and Public 
Participation for Challenging 
Cases.

Benjamin Lozare. Power and 
Conflict: Hidden Dimensions 
of Communication.

Christopher Moore. The Media-
tion Process.

This process relies on effective public information to allow people to make in-
formed decisions. Too many information campaigns failed because people 
were not prepared to receive information that did not support their worldview. 
Consequently, opening people’s mind to change is a crucial initial step. Ed-
ward DeBono suggests that people need to think in a design mode. Rather 
than determining blame for present situations, where argument, negotiation 
and analysis tend to look back, people need to look forward at what may be 
created. Equally significant is the need for mediation expertise to create effec-
tive working relationships between special interest groups, technical consult-
ants and elected officials.



Surveys and interviews can be conducted at various points and with different 
groups– members of arts groups, organizations and the general public. A sur-
vey can be conducted at the outset to help determine objectives. At a later 
stage surveys and interviews are a principal tool for collecting inventory data. 
You can approach the target population in a variety of ways, by means of writ-
ten surveys, telephone interviews, in-person visits, or meetings with key repre-
sentatives. Members of the community become your respondents.

Surveys can be distributed either actively or passively through facilities 
and gathering places. With an electronic mailing list in hand you can 
send them out, and with the collaboration of local media or organiza-
tions, or you can insert them into newsletters and bulletins. 

Respondents may be on your list because they are users of a resource, repre-
sentatives of groups or organizations, or individuals with many connections 
and links to different resources. They can be divided into two categories, ac-
cording to the richness of the information they can offer: those who will be sur-
veyed (supporting) and those who will be interviewed (core). Supporting re-
spondents are usually, but not always, individual participants without any 
strong affiliation to a group. They could be audience members, users of a facil-
ity or resource, or members of the general public. They could be representa-
tives of groups who are clients of a service or resource, individual users of a 
resource such as an artists’ association, or less active organizations.
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Surveys & 
Interviews
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Core respondents are usually, but not exclusively, people who have been in-
volved for a long time in the direction of an organization or institution, or knowl-
edgeable individuals with a history of involvement.

Survey questions for groups and organizations should be different from those 
for individuals. For one thing, the needs and concerns of individuals are very 
different, as are their experiences. It is helpful to survey a number of local art-
ists or users as individual respondents, to have a sampling of data regarding 
their situation.

To obtain information about artists in the aggregate, the best source is proba-
bly their professional association. You might decide not to ask a respondent’s 
name, but be sure to ask their function, in what sector they operate, and their 
relationship to the resources in that sector. It is amazing how often such funda-
mental kind of information are inadvertently lost through a simple oversight in 
the survey design. The date on which they complete the survey can also be 
significant.

If you do ask their name, be sure to include a mechanism for getting back to 
them, by e-mail or snail mail. This will aid communications, provide valuable 
information for the database, and facilitate follow-up. Quantitative responses, 
such as yes or no, or using a scale of one to five, are easier to tally and re-
cord, but brief, qualitative responses yield much richer information. For exam-
ple, you could ask respondents how often they use or visit three named re-
sources (the arena, the library and the riverside park).

Alternatively, you might ask them to name the top three facilities or resources 
they use on a monthly basis. The answers will not be the same. You could dis-
cover in the second case that the top three are the library, the hilltop, and a 
bar on Broadway that hosts local bands, and that the arena ranks eighth.

Survey questions should be specific and tailored to your objectives. In design-
ing the questions themselves, it is usually helpful indicate possible responses 
or give examples; these will encourage respondents to think about the ques-
tions in ways they might not otherwise. It is also advisable to give them the 
opportunity to express themselves freely, as with a comments section, so that 
the response will not be pre-determined.
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Survey Questions

Arts inventory survey form devel-
oped in the Dominican Republic 
by Brian Gaudio



Interviews, on the other hand, should be designed to do two things: solicit the 
specific kinds of information you are seeking and leave room for volunteering 
other information or observations.

The emphasis on volunteering other information is greater in an interview than 
in a survey. Your interview respondents should be selected for the depth of 
their knowledge and, because of that, their ability to expand on the basic ques-
tions. Build in open-ended, leading questions. For example: In your opinion, 
why did a certain project or program succeed or fail? 
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    Further Information

Ron Czaja, Designing Sur-
veys: A Guide to Decisions 
and Procedures.

adapted from the Polk CityArts Council Survey

file://localhost/Users/henrysanoff/Desktop/Graham:Book/activitylist.docx
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When the arts center activities have been identified it is necessary to deter-
mine their space needs and floor area requirements. Every organization in-
cluded in the arts center should be surveyed for their particular space require-
ments.  The activity survey is an inventory of space needs and area require-
ments for all participating organizations. It constitutes the basic activity pro-
gram for the arts center.

This process should be organized by the arts council with every effort made to 
have participating organizations assess their current work areas as well as to 
develop projections for future space needs. Completed survey forms can be 
compiled to avoid unnecessary duplication of space as well as to provide an 
indication of the total area requirements needed for the arts center facility.

At this stage of the planning process it is necessary to examine the timetable 
of activities and events, both daily and seasonally to establish a profile of 
space use. To begin, an Activity Data Form should be developed for each ac-
tivity in the center that has an area requirement. This is particularly relevant 
for organizations that are relocating into the center since it provides them with 
the opportunity to assess their short and long-range requirements. When all 
the data forms are compiled, the results can be summarized where redundant 
and overlapping requirements can be eliminated. 

The activity survey is an inventory of space and area requirements for 
all participating organizations, events, and activities. It is the basic pro-
gram guide for estimating the size requirements for the arts center.

Activity 
Program
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When the arts community needs have been identified and priorities estab-
lished for the types of activities and events that will be represented by your 
center, it is necessary to survey area requirements. 
          

Previous sections have shown how to identify appropriate activities and how 
to arrange them into a floor plan. It is also, however, necessary to assemble 
detailed information pertaining to space use and floor area requirements. 
There are numerous types of forms that can be used to record activity informa-
tion, similar to those illustrated in this eBook.

Generally, every organization included in the arts center facility should be sur-
veyed for their particular space and area requirements. This procedure should 
be initiated by the arts council with every effort made to have participating or-
ganizations asses their current work areas and to develop projections for fu-
ture space needs. Completed survey forms can be compiled to avoid unneces-
sary duplication of space as well as to provide an indication of the total area 
requirement for the arts center.
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Activity Data Form 
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Since arts centers involve many diverse organizations that have similar or 
overlapping requirements, a two-fold strategy can be employed to eliminate 
spatial redundancies. An activity survey can be prepared to allow participating 
organizations to identify space requirements, occupancy and seasonal require-
ments. Since a successful arts center must contain the necessary space re-
quirements as well as the appropriate environmental quality scenarios can be 
used to achieve a proper balance.

A scenario is a theatrical concept used by playwrights to convey a mood or an 
atmosphere. It is usually a verbal directive interpreted by the set designer, 
who uses surfaces, colors and lights, to create the illusion intended by the sce-
nario. Scenario statements need to convey images about the general ambi-
ence of of the environment so that we are to experience what the author had 
intended. In a similar manner, places in the arts center can be described to 
convey a mental picture of the environment. By examining the types of activi-
ties and people’s actions that could occur in each area of the center, state-
ments can be written to further illustrate the conditions for achieving a balance 
between peoples activities and the enclosing environment. Scenarios are use-
ful when the participating groups are diverse and when the newly created envi-
ronment should be understood as the integration of people and their activities.

Space 
Requirements
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The entrance lobby creates the first impression of the entire facility; it exhibits 
the first signs of welcome. The functions of the entrance lobby are diverse. It 
is a transition zone from outside to the inside of the facility. it is also a recep-
tion area, which directs newcomers to various major places once inside the 
building. Registration, if required for day to day or special events, may also 
occur in this area. Another function of the lobby area is its utilization as an ex-
hibition space. All exhibition areas should be appropriately illuminated to in-
sure ease in reading and viewing.

The entrance lobby may serve as an informal lounge where people can 
sit and observe arrivals and departures of other participants, or wait for 
arrival of their personal transportation.

As one approaches the arts center, the entry should be easily located. The ar-
rangement of the entrance doors, as it influences surrounding conditions, is 
an important factor. The flow of traffic from the parking area will determine the 
number of entrances required. Sidewalk traffic will dictate the location of en-
trances. Doors should be located so as not to swing into the path of pedes-
trian traffic. High illumination levels inside the entrance lobby help reduce the 
contrast in light levels between inside and outside and reduces the chance of 
accidents, which often accompany an abrupt change from An air lock system 
should be considered to minimize the drafts occurring inside the lobby area. 
This is especially important for the protection of the art display area. Once in-
side, the entrance function as the link to other main activity areas within the 
building. 

Entrance Lobby
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Carborro Arts Center by Lucy Davis
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The purpose of the performance area is to encourage self-expression and to 
promote the arts center as a community focal and gathering point. The types 
of events that will be held within the center include: theatrical, musical, dance, 
lectures, and films. The performance area includes the house (where the audi-
ence sits), the stage, the wood shop, and the dressing rooms. The house 
should be pleasant, inviting and a comfortable environment. For the audience 
to be comfortable they should have wide aisles, padded seating, and sufficient 
knee room. The recommended seating area is five square feet per seat and 
the circulation is twenty-three percent of the net area. Annoyances such as 
loud closing doors and noisy air conditioning vents during the performance 
should not distract the audience. Also, all parts of the stage should be visible 
from every seat in the audience. 

Performance Area

There should be coat storage, which is easily accessible. For security pur-
poses the receptionist or other personnel should have visual control over the 
entire entrance area and coat storage area. Because of the number of activi-
ties occurring in this location, it tends to be active and noisy. Sound-absorbing 
surfaces will help reduce the noise level and allow for better mixing of numer-
ous activities. However, the open lobby space, while noisy, allows people to 
orient themselves quickly to the major organization of the building. A directory 
system should be included, which may take the form of visual markers, color 
coding or symbols to direct participants or visitors to various parts of the build-
ing.
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Dressing rooms are much more than just a utilitarian space to change clothes. 
They should not be dirty, cramped and depressing places, because these fac-
tors can affect the mood of the actors. Many items of convenience should be 
provided like restrooms and comfortable chairs, which each help to contribute 
to a positive environment for the actors. In conjunction with the dressing 
rooms is the green room. It should be given the same design considerations 
as the dressing rooms. It serves as a meeting, assembly space, and lounge 
for the entire cast and crew of a show. 

A dance studio at the arts center will teach students’ new skills and self-
expression in ballet and other types of dance. This space requires an ade-
quate sound and light system, bouncy wood floor and ballet bars with vertical 
mirrors throughout the room. Proper ventilation is another vital consideration 
to prevent sickness or injuries. It is also necessary to include a dressing room 
with coat racks and toilet facilities. A small office space may be useful in order 
to do any business such as recording or filing. Locating the studio near the 
stage or performance area is an important consideration to allow classes to 
have access to the stage if any rehearsals have to occur there. It may be en-
tertaining and at the same time rewarding for the center to consider organiz-
ing a choral and or band group. Any rehearsals could take place in a desig-
nated rehearsal room near the stage area. In this way it would insure easy 
movement of any equipment in preparing for special events of performances. 
This music room would require proper sound insulation. A secure storage area 
with individual compartments for students to have access to music and instru-
ments would also be necessary. Other activities could also occur in this space 
when it is not being used for music rehearsals.

Audience members should easily and quickly reach restrooms during the inter-
mission rush. The stage should contain specialized types of lighting, sound 
and public address system, counter weight system for lifting scenery with con-
trol areas for each of them. A stage also needs to be flexible. It plays host to 
many different types of shows, each having different spatial and performing 
requirements; it then needs to be changeable in both shape and location. Con-
venience must also be highly considered. 

The wood shop is the area of the theatre where the physical appearance of a 
show is born, and then assembled (i.e. where the scenery and props are 
built). It needs to be very spacious and well equipped with necessary tools 
and workspaces. This type of environment will enable many items and images 
to be created which would not ordinarily be possible in a small and under 
equipped shop. Ideally, the shop should be associated with any other wood-
working program the arts center may offer. It is more economical to have one 
large shop for all to use instead of two separate smaller ones. 
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Arts and Crafts The basic purpose of an arts and craft program is to participate in a group ac-
tivity that encourages self-expression and develops new skills. The studio re-
quires open space for rearranging worktables as well as storage for materials, 
works in progress and completed crafts. Craft areas may be large, flexible 
spaces divided by storage units. Movable worktables provide greatest flexibil-
ity but aisles between work areas should be 5 to 6 feet wide to permit unen-
cumbered passage between tables since several people usually work to-
gether at a particular table. Work sinks and electrical outlets will be needed in 
craft rooms and studios. Special power outlets are required for some types of 
equipment such as kilns, and special ventilation may be required for equip-
ment that generates excessive dust and heat. Certain crafts such as ceram-
ics, woodworking, weaving and photography require fixed equipment and may 
also require special single-use rooms, provided with easily cleaned floor sur-
faces. Craft studios do not require visual and acoustical isolation except in the 
case of where equipment generates excessive heat or noise. A small lounge 
in the craft area might attract onlookers who enjoy observing. There are sev-
eral specific requirements for various types of craft studios. Studios where 
sanding, painting and woodworking occur require special ventilation to supply 
fresh air and remove dust and fumes. Table space will be required for hammer-
ing, sawing, chiseling, vise work and small power tool operation. Storage is 
needed for raw materials and incomplete projects. Since power tools produce 
noise that might interfere with quieter activities, acoustic isolation is desirable.

Ceramic or pottery studios require several types of special equipment. The pot-
tery wheel for turning clay pots is messy and requires splash shields. Tables 
are necessary for hand working the clay or casting molds. There should be 
covered storage for wet clay and for glazing as well as shelf space for storing 
unfinished work. The kiln requires building, special power outlets and special 
operation skills for loading, unloading, and temperature control. Also, wall 
space suitable for hanging special projects will be needed.
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The visual arts studio should be an open area with moveable worktables, 
space for heavy equipment, and abundant storage and drying areas. Studios 
should be divided into noisy-messy areas and quiet-clean areas. There should 
be a large amount of natural light. Studios should open to an outdoor area to 
allow artists to work in good weather. Studios could include classrooms or 
workrooms, which will be used for small group work and discussions. Horizon-
tal work surfaces, vertical work and display surfaces, horizontal and vertical 
storage racks, easels, sink, light table, drying racks, doors to outdoors, stools, 
chairs, chalkboard, projection screen, and a high level of natural light is neces-
sary.

The music studio should be a flexible open space to accommodate various 
combinations of musicians and instruments. There should be storage space 
for instruments and it should be possible to leave certain instruments such as 
piano in the studio. Sound proofing of the floor, wall and ceiling is necessary. 
There should be a chalkboard with a table for the instructor. A door to the out-
side is necessary for deliveries of instruments.

A small gift shop permits display and sale of artwork, pottery, woodwork, sew-
ing and photography produced by center members. It could be operated by 
center volunteers or by participants themselves. The gift shop might be lo-
cated in the area where the crafts are being produced or it might be incorpo-
rated into the entrance lobby so that visitors to the center will have the oppor-
tunity to see some of the work done in the center. Another possibility is the in-
corporation of the gift shop into a display gallery where exhibits of members' 
work are constantly changing.

photo by E. Demir Mishchenko



Participation can take place through other types of involvement such as de-
sign and planning games for organizing group decision-making.   A game is a 
replication of a real situation allowing participants to experience the interac-
tions of a community activity. Gaming is a participatory approach to problem 
solving that engages a real life situation compressed in time so that its essen-
tial characteristics can be examined. This technique permits learning about 
the process of change in a dynamic environment requiring periodic decisions.  
Games consist of players, placed in a prescribed setting, with constraints 
within this setting represented by rule systems and methods of procedure.

Games used for teaching in the community produce outcomes such as learn-
ing of principles, processes, structures, and inter-relationships; empathy and 
understanding for predicaments, pressures, and real-world problems pre-
sented by role players; and a strong sense of efficacy. Games used by groups 
to explore values, ideas, and behaviors as a communication function, result in 
a better understanding of themselves and others.

Design games get people involved in their play and in their design and plan-
ning results. There are several reasons for this, but three are central:

1. Participants take a role and argue the problem from that position. 

2. Games organize complex details into an overview of the situation. This al-
lows the player to grasp details that might otherwise be lost.

3. Games require trial decisions, and this commitment sharpens the thought 
processes of the participants who are required to act.
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Design Games
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In the arts center design game the participants make choices, hold positions 
and debate them. In making choices individuals have to examine their feel-
ings, self-concepts, and values. The final goal of the exercise is a plan of ac-
tion for an entire group of people, a goal that requires some compromising.  
Participants in these design groups learn about each other’s value differ-
ences, and use the game props to clarify and reconcile those differences. The 
planning exercise provides a variety of materials including lists of objectives, 
activities, and activity symbols. It would be appropriate to add or eliminate 
from any list of objectives, as well the opportunity for participants to include 
their own choices of objectives or settings. 

To begin the space planning process each group member should review the 
list of objectives and select four that seem to be the most important. Then, 
through consensus, the group should agree to the four most important objec-
tives, without resorting to voting. Each participant should forcefully support 
their individual choices, especially if other group members did not make the 
same choices. Since decisions made by consensus are more enduring than 
those made by voting, sufficient time should be allocated for this stage of the 
process. When consensus is reached on the selection of appropriate activities 
they can be noted on the record sheet. 

Graphic symbols or icons have been created to correspond with each 
activity area in the arts center. 
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Floor plan of a municipal building conversion to an arts center using 
graphic symbols corresponding to activity areas applied by S.Ortiz & 
C. Ratana



The icons vary in size according to their relative floor area requirements. They 
can be cut out and moved around the grid base, which corresponds to a floor 
plan. Based on the activities that have been agreed to by the group, corre-
sponding icons should be selected and used as the components in developing 
a conceptual floor plan, leaving a small space between icons for hallways. 
When agreement is reached about the placement of activities (icons) they 
should be fastened to the base grid.

Each team should then present their solution to the larger group, keeping in 
mind that this process is intended to clarify the needs and requirements of an 
arts center and allow all community members to become more proficient at 
assessing the appropriateness of the final design solution.

A familiar feature of games is that of winning and losing. The behavior and the 
interaction of participants in a game can involve competition, cooperation, con-
flict or even collusion, but usually limited or partially described. The aim how-
ever, is group discussions that are collaborative in nature and that require con-
sensus decisions. Bargaining and voting methods create situations that have 
only two sides. Such methods are increasingly more unrealistic and usually 
force people to take extreme positions to influence votes. Also, losers in any 
situation become disgruntled. Therefore, the arts center design game is based 
on the premise that there should not be winners or losers in the decision mak-
ing process.  Every participant should be a winner. The consensus process, 
then, replaces the traditional process of voting.
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The space planning process works best in small groups of no more than five 
people. This method aims to accomplish specific tasks ranging from increas-
ing people’s awareness to particular environmental issues, to teaching con-
cepts and relationships, to clarifying value differences between decision mak-
ers. Quite often so-called “differences of opinions” result from basic value dif-
ferences not made explicit. Values clarification methods encourage people to 
examine their own beliefs. 
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Parlor games, such as Monopoly can 
be adapted to space planning, using 
color coded cards representing activi-
ties.

photos by H. Sanoff

    Further Information

Henry Sanoff. Design Games

Children engaged in space planning activities photo by N. Snigiryova 
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Objectives
Read over this list of OBJECTIVES and 
select four, which describe the needs of the 
community arts center as you understand 
them. If you think of OBJECTIVES that are 
not included then add them this list, Next, 
arrive at a consensus with the other 
members of your group on the four 
OBJECTIVES agreeable to all members. 
Active discussion is the aim of this process 
so each player should forcefully support 
their individual choices as well as to be a 
good listener. Once a consensus is reached 
record the group’s OBJECTIVES on the 
RECORD SHEET.

Activities
Choose four ACTIVITIES from the list, which 
supports each OBJECTIVE your group has 
chosen. Again, if there are ACTIVITIES not 
included in this list, feel free to add them. 
Once a consensus has been reached about 
the ACTIVITIES and their corresponding 
OBJECTIVES, record those decisions.

The following four pages can be 
copied or used as a template for 
creating your own space planning 
game. An outline of an existing 
building (footprint) can be used for 
space planning with the symbols or 
you can make copies of the grid page 
and fasten them together as a base 
for a more hypothetical planning 
game. Participants engaged in this 
process will become familiar with the 
goal setting process and how arts 
activities are selected.

image by H. Sanoff
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 Print two copies of this page as a base for using icons for space planning.                                  image by H. Sanoff and E. Demir Mishchenko



The RECORD SHEET is used to note each of the four OBJECTIVES and corresponding ACTIVITIES. Above is 
an example of a completed RECORD SHEET illustrating the choices made by one group.
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Architecture plays a significant role in giving character, good and bad, to the 
inhabited land in this country. The built environment physically defines an 
area, making it different from any other. But, because buildings are so neces-
sary, the built environment, like air and water and the land, has been over-
looked until its loss of quality is almost inescapable. This part of the environ-
ment has been described by James Biddle, President of the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation, as totally forgotten. He states that when they are re-
membered, it is often piecemeal, in terms of major landmarks but not the inter-
stices, the background buildings and street furniture and other elements that 
hold the environment together.

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 marked the beginning of a pe-
riod of unprecedented growth in the number and scope of preservation efforts 
nationwide. Preservation, however, has many meanings. There is the preser-
vation that gets residents out to fix up and take pride in a whole neighbor-
hood. There is also the preservation that turns around abandoned nineteenth-
century factories into thriving commercial enterprises. There is also mainte-
nance and renovation, as well as concern about designing new buildings or 
additions to fit appropriately into old areas. Preservation means conserving 
irreplaceable resources.

Vernacular or anonymous architecture is as much a part of the American heri-
tage as "important" architecture, since unnamed people who left traces only in 
ethnic building techniques or decoration have given it to us. The realization is 
coming that buildings are a part of our total environmental resources and that 
old buildings are non-renewable resources. Preservation today is being seen 
as a method for controlling the rate of change by advocating the importance of 

Preservation & 
Adaptive Use
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human scale in the environment as well as recycling buildings that contribute 
to this livable scale and create a sense of place. The rationale for a commu-
nity involvement approach to the development of an arts center include the 
need to stimulate the rejuvenation of small towns, to provide a source of eco-
nomic activity and growth, and to provide a place for artists to have a home 
where community residents could establish a renewed sense of civic pride. 
Current interest in small communities is associated with the concern for what 
are believed to be more manageable scales of human activity. The apparent 
changes of the small community, however, have been from an autonomous 
and distinctive place to live to one that is no longer independent or even sepa-
rable. Once characterized by limited growth and minimum resident control, 
small communities are experiencing a renewed interest with people returning 
to the small town being significantly different from those who never left it. 
There are also indications that small town residents voice higher satisfaction 
with work, housing and leisure time activity and the rate of participation tends 
to be higher in small communities. Despite the higher subjective senses of 
quality of life, small towns are in need of help particularly from the planners 
who stamp out master plans, which look alike. The idiosyncrasies and charac-
teristics of each small town are ignored.

Small town business districts are experiencing increased vacancy rates due to 
suburban shopping malls offering more amenities to shoppers. There has, 
however, been an impetus towards small town revitalization, which examines 
alternative uses for downtown business districts. Part of this growing concern 
is a result of the high cost of new construction, coupled with recognition of the 
potential amenities inherent in the downtown business districts. Saving old 
buildings has become a growing concern of many small towns throughout the 
country. The increasing demand for residential and commercial development, 
coupled with the continual deterioration of older structures within a community 
has raised questions concerning the importance of conserving old buildings 
regardless of their historic significance. 
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Vacant Piggly Wiggly market converted to the Carborro Arts Center and farmers market. Lucy Davis, Architect, drawing by J. Levine



The reasons presented for preservation can be grouped into four main 
headings: cultural memory, successful proxemics, environmental diver-
sity and economic gain.

Buildings are tangible reminders of the accomplishments and growth that a 
community has made throughout its history. The collection of different architec-
tural styles throughout a community provides a physical record of the types of 
environments in which the community's forefathers worked and lived out their 
lives. These different buildings types are also examples of architectural details 
and craftsmanship, which were lost with the passing of the generations that 
produced them. Not only is it important to save these examples of the past as 
signs of the community's cultural and historical resources, but also it is espe-
cially important to save these reminders for the community's young and future 
generations.

There is a direct relationship between people, the activities they engage in 
and the places where they perform these activities. The close knit community 
of the past and the social interaction which once occurred as a result of walk-
ing to and from work or the neighborhood store has been lost. The feeling of 
community identity has begun to diminish due to the change of the neighbor-
hood structure and the declining downtown business district. Successful com-
munities in the future will require more vital downtown areas with contiguous 
residential neighborhoods.

The present environment is becoming increasingly more homogeneous in ap-
pearance and use primarily because fewer people today are directly involved 
in the design and construction of the buildings they use. While the standardiza-
tion of the construction industry and standard building plans has produced 
more conventional buildings, land use zoning too has helped to produce more 
homogeneous communities. These influences make the preservation of older 
buildings, with their diversity of building types, very desirable--not only for vis-
ual variety but also as an alternative to the monotony of many new environ-
ments for living and working recreation.

The economic gain that preservation can produce for its community is the 
fourth argument for saving old buildings to new uses, which makes it economi-
cal to retain much of the structures. These investments in rehabilitation will not 
only add to the cultural resources of the community but will also produce a 
higher market value for the improved property. A catalyst for stimulating the 
rebirth of downtown areas is the community arts center, which has the capac-
ity to increase the day and nighttime activity of the area, which subsequently 
creates a demand for additional activities and services.
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Successful Proxemics

Environmental  Diversity

Economic Gain

Cultural Memory
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Artspace
One of the largest open stu-
dio environments in the US, 
Artspace is a non-profit vis-
ual art centre that presents 
exhibitions and education 
programs. 

Located in the historic Sand-
ers Ford building in down-
town Raleigh, Artspace fea-
tures the work of more than 
100 regional, national, and 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l a r t i s t s . 
Opened in 1986, the gal-
lery is composed of three 
exhibitions spaces, an edu-
cation space, gift shop, and 
studios for more than 30 
artists working in a variety 
of mediums. 

The studios are free and 
open to the public, allowing 
visitors to witness the crea-
tive process, as well as in-
teract with the artists and 
purchase pieces from them 
directly. The gallery also 
holds art programming and 
workshops for children, 
adults, and at-risk youth.  

photo by H. Sanoff

photo by E. Demir Mishchenko photo by E. Demir Mishchenko

photo by Raleigh Historic Development Commission
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Canal Arts Center and 
Trail
The 200 years old Roanoke 
Canal was originally devel-
oped into a source of water 
power to generate electricity. 
When the canal closed the 
powerhouse was aban-
doned. To save the remains 
of the original canal and its 
architectural features, a com-
mission was established to 
begin preservation and resto-
ration efforts. Today, the trail 
follows the canal’s original 
path for 7.2 miles and the 
original 1900 power station 
is now the Roanoke Canal 
Museum in Roanoke Co. NC.

online photo  at visithalifax.com

online photo at  roanokecanal.com



Buildings have certain qualities that give them a high probability of evoking a 
strong image in any given observer. It is that shape, color or arrangement, 
which enables the making of vividly identifiable mental images of the environ-
ment. We all consciously look for non-verbal clues in buildings, interiors, and 
landscapes, for we know that these clues have something to say about the val-
ues of the people who own and occupy them.

Creating buildings and interior spaces that are functional in that they satisfy 
building codes, or they “work” in terms of the flow and transactions of people is 
absolutely necessary and insufficient. It is important to create environments 
that not only “work” but are rewarding and useful to those who inhabit and use 
them. In a similar way that clothes, hair style and length, cars, and houses dif-
ferentiate ourselves from our neighbors, buildings can symbolically represent 
an attitude about what is taking place inside. Often, however, when we think 
about symbols and meanings in relationship to the environment, it has usually 
been restricted to monumental buildings, particularly religious and civic. Yet, it 
is the artifacts of a society, including its buildings and settlements that have 
given us a better understanding of our past. In fact, we are more aware of how 
buildings in primitive cultures express underlying values and beliefs than we 
are about the same process in our own society.

Associations change with time. We as a society, have a tendency to reevaluate 
the meaning and desirability of buildings rather rapidly. Old factories and ware-
houses that were considered eyesores and financial liabilities have become 
values for their strength and history and have been restored and renovated 
into useful and successful business ventures. Yet, we also see the creation of 
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Building 
Image
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new buildings whose form express no particular function like banks that look 
like colonial homes, and restaurants that look like gas stations.

The visual quality of the arts center has an important meaning for all of its di-
verse users, although their background and experiences with the built environ-
ment might be different. Although the determination of space requirements for 
each activity is necessary to assure proper workability, the feeling that each 
area evokes contributes to the visual quality of the center. It is therefor neces-
sary to examine all the features of a potential arts center and the overall im-
pression it should convey. This can be achieved by using different visual tech-
niques that can heighten people’s awareness of the building’s image. The 
building character exercise, which depicts different images is an approach that 
is effective in small groups in developing a visual quality vocabulary.
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The Exhibition Gallery image exercise focuses on using adjectives to rate 
each of the gallery pictures. This approach is also effective for use in small 
groups where participants can discuss their preferences by using the descrip-
tive vocabulary.

exercise developed by M. DoVal 
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Best Fit Slide Rule

The Best Fit Slide Rule is a de-
sign tool that allows participants 
to consider infill building options 
and their appropriate character. 
Participants could include public 
officials, developers and inter-
ested citizens. This technique 
brings to light aesthetic issues 
that need to be discussed by vari-
ous groups to assure that any pro-
posed infill solution is appropriate 
for the character of the street-
scape.

    Further Information

Henry Sanoff. Visual Re-
search Methods in Design.

drawings by H. Sanoff



Site Selection
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The location of an arts center is vital to its ability to serve the community. Envi-
ronmental quality and accessibility to users are only examples of the factors 
that could influence the appropriate location of the facility.

The issues influencing site selection are listed in the adjacent chart where 
each factor should receive a numerical score representing their degree of im-
portance. Numerical scores are based on the realization that certain issues 
are more important than others and that any choice should reflect these differ-
ences. To use this chart, first multiply the factor weighted value by your rated 
value for each site. Use the same procedure for evaluating each site and com-
pare the results.

In the process of identifying the best possible location for the arts center, it is 
necessary to conduct an inventory of available buildings and sites to deter-
mine their suitability. Since the Activities Summary Chart contains the floor 
area required, then possible locations can be screened to insure that they are 
within an acceptable range.

The Building Classification Survey is a method of recording and 
comparing vital information about the suitability of available build-
ings. This inventory contains descriptive information about the 
building and its most salient features. The critical factors in select-
ing an appropriate building such as adequate area, building condi-
tion, and historical importance can be used in conjunction with 
other criteria to select the most desirable location.

online image by
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Action Planning is a management technique that empowers communities to 
design, implement, and manage such programs as the creation of an arts cen-
ter. Its key characteristics are participatory, community-based, problem driven, 
and fast. Traditional planning methods, such as master plans or development 
plans, take too long to develop, demand substantial resources to implement 
and are unrelated and of no benefit to many communities.

The underlying philosophy of Action Planning is interdisciplinary, collaborative 
and community based. Action planning is usefully applied to community im-
provement, capacity building, new development planning, and for planning un-
der crisis such as rebuilding communities that have suffered political or natural 
disaster. Action planning is based on the following characteristics: achievable 
actions, participatory, small in scale and community based, and reliant on lo-
cal knowledge and skills. The process relies on building on existing organiza-
tional structures, available skills and knowledge and focuses on what is 
achievable with visible, tangible outputs. The benefits of Action Planning in-
clude:

Creation of shared visions

Catalyst for action

Resolution of complex problems

Fostering of consensus building

Heightened public awareness

Morale boost

Action 
Planning
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While the issues may be broad in scope, the process begins with small-scale 
projects that are additive in nature promoting appropriate technologies and 
local enterprises. While stakeholder participation is at the core of action plan-
ning, building coalitions between local government and community groups. 
Participation occurs when people and organizations are convinced that their 
interests will be better served in partnerships than without them. The process 
begins with identifying problems and with identifying opportunities in a work-
shop setting. At the heart of the action planning process is a series of phases 
and techniques that include:

Direct observation allows the planning team to see the conditions of the envi-
ronment under consideration.

Interviews and focus group discussions help to generate insights into those 
community characteristics that are not visible through direct observation.

Measuring is a quantitative view of environmental conditions.

Surveying resources, a community function, identifies local people and places 
that are important to any proposed program, similar to the “yellow pages.”

Prioritizing is an ongoing process where stakeholders consider their needs 
and the feasibility of implementing projects.

Brainstorming is used to allow groups to explore alternative ways of solving 
problems.

Diagramming allows time-line and population information to be presented in 
an easily understood graphic format. 

Mapping and modeling allows people to record their feelings, perceptions, so-
cial networks and to examine existing conditions as well as evaluate propos-
als for improvement.

Gaming and role-playing can be used to build awareness of planning proce-
dures, to anticipate potential difficulties as well as to allow participants to be-
come sensitive to each others needs.

Group work during all stages of the planning process helps to build coopera-
tion.

Building a program initially explores strategies, options and trade-offs by priori-
tizing options, identifying conflicts and opportunities, and selecting viable op-
tions. The second part of this phase considers planning for implementation. 
This phase begins with assessing resources, identifying what is needed, and 
where and when to acquire what is needed. Compliance with permits, etc. and 
other specific task responsibilities are delegated, and finally potential sites are 
evaluated to determine the best location for the project.
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         "

The Action Planning process does not finish at the end of an event. A follow-
up program allows the ideas to fully implemented. Evaluating the impact of Ac-
tion Planning events is important to help focus attention on long-term objec-
tives and help improve the process.
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chart by H. Sanoff

Further Information

Sand, M. A. How To Manage An 
Effective Nonprofit Organiza-
tion: From Writing And Manag-
ing Grants To Fundraising, 
Board Development, And Strate-
gic Planning



Lumberton, North Carolina is the county seat and thereby houses the county 
courthouse and supporting service businesses and offices. It houses a di-
verse mix of institutions: the African-American Cultural Center, the Library, Ex-
ploration Station, Robeson County Heritage Museum, the future Fire Station 
Museum, Carolina Theater and the future home of the Southeastern Water-
works Community Arts Center.

The aim of the Southeastern Waterworks Community Arts Center is to pro-
mote the arts in Robeson County for the benefit of its entire citizenry. Work-
shop and classroom space will be made available for artists, beginners, and 
producing artists. Artists from the county will be gathered to collaborate on pro-
viding regular exhibits, demonstrations, and opportunities for adults, school 
children, and each other, expanding the county’s cultural awareness and pro-
ductivity. Rotating exhibits will be solicited for the education and inspiration of 
the community and visitors. A permanent collection will be developed from do-
nations of private and public collections. The main gallery will be designed to 
host large community gatherings that will be charged rental fees.

To achieve these goals the Water Filtration Plant that has been vacant 
since 1990 will be renovated and serve as a hub of the downtown revitali-
zation. Vital to the success of this project was a community participation proc-
ess that was initiated through a grant from the North Carolina Arts Council. 
The aim of this process is to identify critical project needs and challenges, site 
opportunities, and functional requirements for the project. After a lengthy dis-
cussion, workshop participants cut and pasted the symbols in their desired lo-
cation on each floor of the three-story building. 

Lumberton 
Arts Center
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A review of the 10 plan proposals revealed a similarity in the location of the ma-
jor functions, such as the gallery and café on the ground floor, and the artists’ 
residences on the main floor.

Many groups proposed an extensive use of the outdoors including a sculpture 
garden, children’s outdoor garden, and a café and terrace, all of which are in-
cluded in the design proposal.

The design proposal reflects the general sentiment of the workshop partici-
pants. From the main entrance there is a view of the gallery-reception area be-
low with the artists’ studios in full view from the entrance adjoining an outdoor 
sculpture garden. For visual control of the arts center, a staff office at the main 
entrance is housed behind the existing glass block wall next to a meeting room 
and youth classroom. A kitchen and café are located on the ground floor sur-
rounded by a south facing outdoor café serviced by the kitchen. The second 
floor lobby overlooks the main entrance with additional classroom and studio 
space opening to an outdoor terrace on the roof of the main floor.
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The City of Lumberton was awarded a $6000 facility feasibility study grant in 
conjunction with the Robeson Arts Council in proposing the Water Filtration 
Plant’s new use as an Arts Center. The proposal was the result of numerous 
community meetings exploring the purpose of a community arts center. Henry 
Sanoff and Graham Adams, Architects, were selected as consultants to direct 
the community participation process.

The first step in the process consisted of a walking tour of downtown Lumber-
ton followed by a visit to the Water Filtration Plant. In order to clarify the pro-
gram needs identified in the initial proposal submitted by the City of Lumber-
ton, the consultants conducted a series of interviews. A typical interview data 
sheet was distributed to a variety of community members affiliated with the arts 
to identify key functions to be housed in the arts center. The data sheets 
served as the basis for the interviews, which provided additional detailed infor-
mation about desired center functions. These data sheets were compiled into 
an initial list of center functions and their space requirements. This information 
served as the basis for the community workshop, which was open to all indi-
viduals and groups interested in participating in space planning the arts center.

More than forty people participated in the Arts Center Planning Workshop, held 
at the Lumberton City Hall. Robeson County Arts Council members, local art-
ists, merchants, public officials including the mayor, and arts faculty from UNC 
Pembroke joined to share their views about the ideal location for the centers’ 
functions. Ten groups of four or more people were seated at tables, each hav-
ing building plans and graphic symbols corresponding to each building func-
tion. Each graphic symbol corresponds to 100 square feet, therefore the 20 
Gallery symbols, for example, represents 2000 square feet. The symbols are 
grouped according to the space requirements of each of the buildings’ func-
tions. 

image by H. Sanoff

image by H. Sanoff & The Adams Group
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Examples of space planning proposals using graphic symbols corresponding to activity areas.
images by H. Sanoff & The Adams Group
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Today, arts facilities have become a focal point of cities throughout the world 
based on the recognition that the arts symbolize the culture of a community. 
Lumberton, too, has confirmed its’ commitment to the arts in the development 
of the vacant waterworks building as a setting for an arts center. Through exhi-
bitions, educational programs, and subsidize studio spaces, the arts center will 
serve as a bridge between artists and the public. The goal is to increase aware-
ness, appreciation, perception, and involvement in the visual arts for the public 
in Robeson County. The site of the waterworks building located near the Lum-
ber River offers the community opportunities for a variety of outdoor arts activi-
ties not available in other locations. As a major contribution to the development 
of the Main Street program, the waterworks building offers a significant pres-
ence and a testimony to the importance of the arts in the community

photo by H. Sanoff Project conducted by Henry Sanoff, AIA and Graham Adams, PA

photo by H. Sanoff drawing by The Adams Group



The port city of Nanao, Japan has historical significance for its cultural assets 
and traditional performing arts. Nanao is also the Sister City to Monterey, Cali-
fornia, and features a fisherman's wharf, not unlike those settings found in 
California. Recently, the city reclaimed an eight-acre area next to fisherman's 
wharf that was scheduled to be filled by 1998. Originally, the reclamation was 
part of “Nanao: Marine City Project, proposed by the Chamber of Commerce 
as a symbolic “greenland.” The basic plan was prepared without consultation 
with the citizens; consequently, a citizens group organized and submitted their 
own request to the mayor of Nanao. With a goal of motivating people to think 
about their city, the Nanao Secretariat invited people of all ages to participate 
in planning the new uses for this reclaimed area.

A small group of volunteers coordinated by Henry Sanoff, initiated a 
three-day planning process, which began with a chartered boat tour 
that took sixty, middle and high school students, their teachers and sev-
eral parents around the future edge of the land to visualize the scale of 
the site. Adolescents and teenagers were selected to participate in this 
tour because they had been excluded from previous discussions about 
the future of this reclaimed area. 

The community participation program in Nanao included a search through pre-
vious newspapers for articles describing the intent of the landfill, a review of 
previous proposals, and a public opinion survey.  Such a review provided in-
sight into possible activities for the new site, which included cultural, recrea-
tional and athletic activities. The workshop, which included adolescents, teen-
agers and adults, consisted of a mapping design game using graphic sym-
bols to correspond to land uses formed the basis of the community workshop. 
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Nanao 
Performance
Area
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Design team members prepared over 50 symbols for different spatial activi-
ties. While symbols were identical in size, each corresponded to a specific 
unit of area. Activity data sheets included the population capacity, the area 
requirement, and the number of symbol units that would need to be fastened 
to a large map of the landfill.

A community workshop was held in a central area at the fisherman's wharf 
shopping mall on a Sunday morning in Nanao. This public venue would give 
the community workshop high visibility to members of the community. Adoles-
cent's and teenagers worked together in small groups of three to five people. 
In addition to using the symbols to locate appropriate activities on a map, stu-
dents used the map as a base to construct a three-dimensional model of their 
proposals. Each team was provided with a package of model making materi-
als including straws, foam pieces, colored paper, a variety of plastic shapes 
and glue. Team members collaborated in each step of the process. 

Adults began the process by identifying community goals and linking them to 
appropriate activities. Key goals included the need for a landscape that in-
cluded the use of water, places for recreation, and the need for a place to hold 
regular events such as concerts or even a flea market. Activities to satisfy 
these goals included flower gardens, a landscaped plaza, a child’s play area, 
a park with a water feature, a restaurant, and a concert hall.
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 All groups produced design solutions, at the same scale, for the landfill area. 
Representatives from each group concluded the workshop by a brief presenta-
tion of their ideas. While it was assumed that each group would opt for activi-
ties suited to their age and interests, participants were surprised when stu-
dents selected activities that would allow for their parents recreational activi-
ties as well as for their interests. 

Following the community presentation, design teams developed models 
based on the workshop results for presentation at the local high school for the 
students’ comments, as well as from resident groups. From the student’s reac-
tions and resident’s comments about the proposals, design models were sub-
sequently exhibited at the Monterey Plaza, the site of the original workshop. A 
review of the comments allowed the design team to develop one design pro-
posal. This proposal reflected the community’s interests, which was con-
trasted with that of local government that did not involve the community in 
their decisions. A comparison between the two proposals, made by the resi-
dents indicated that the prefecture proposal did not effectively use the view, 
did not reflect a unified concept, and did not use the open stage area effec-
tively. Two proposals, one developed by the prefecture and one developed by 
the community design process were presented to the residents of Nanao to 
allow the broader community to select an appropriate solution. A formal 
evaluation of the planning process revealed it to be very successful. A review 
of the comments allowed the design team to develop one design proposal. 
This proposal reflected the community’s interests, which was contrasted with 
that of local government that did not involve the community in their decisions.
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 A comparison between the two proposals, made by the residents indicated 
that the prefecture proposal did not effectively use the view, did not reflect a 
unified concept, and did not use the open stage area effectively. Two propos-
als, one developed by the prefecture and one developed by the community 
design process were presented to the residents of Nanao to allow the broader 
community to select an appropriate solution.  

Through this broad community process the results of the design team were 
favored and a citizen’s council was organized by the prefecture government to 
assure the results of the workshop were considered in the final scheme. Part 
of this success is attributed to the attention to detail and organization typical of 
many Japanese events. The spirit of collective decision making, an integral 
aspect of Japanese culture, was evident at every stage of pre-planning, and 
during the planning process. Participants represented all levels of decision-
making and community interests. In all cases the press documented the proc-
ess and the major results, informing the public of the events and decisions 
that had taken place. Finally, the results of the community workshops were en-
dorsed by the city officials and implemented.

aerial image from Google Earth
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The African American Music Trail connects places and people to commemo-
rate the rich heritage of African American music in Eastern North Carolina and 
to inspire residents and visitors alike to celebrate, sustain and perpetuate the 
regions vital musical history and traditions.

African Americans began their time in Kinston nearly 400 years ago, most en-
slaved and working in area plantations. This era coincides with the beginning 
of African American musical heritage in the South. African musical traditions 
adapted to different environments, societies, and religious beliefs. African ritu-
als associated with fieldwork became work songs and shouts, call and 
response-driven forms of expression, often referred to as blues.

Following the blues tradition came jazz, an innovative mix of composition and 
improvisation that featured ensemble play. Solo improvisation, revolutionized 
the music and gave a shape to emerging musical voices such as Louis Arm-
strong who performed in Sheppard’s Warehouse in Kinston. The demand for 
global leaders of jazz in Kinston led to the development of the New Recrea-
tion Center in Dreamland, a district loosely arranged along Tower Hill Street. 
The center’s inaugural concert was Ella Fitzgerald and Dizzy Gillespie’s per-
formance to a crowd of 3000. Kinston musicians expanded on Dreamland and 
developed their own venues for jazz performance through a network of formal 
and informal places for budding musicians to develop their skills. Tobacco 
warehouses commonly transformed into places for dances after hours. Front 
porches became practice rooms. And hole-in-the wall speakeasies and clubs 
became key locations for experiencing the music. Since jazz performance re-
quires a high degree of professional musical skill, music teachers played an 
increasing role in the growth of young musicians.
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A 12 foot high, 23 foot wide 
sculpture with images of famous 
local musicians anchors the park, 
crafted by the sculpting team of 
David Wilson and Brandon Yow. A 
large ring of benches will surround 
the sculpture. 
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To celebrate Kinston’s musical legacy a trail interpreting African American musi-
cal heritage was developed through direct community participation. Through a 
series of meetings and workshops Kinston citizens conveyed their story’s ideas 
and perceptions. Archival research through historic maps, images and record-
ings provided the data to analyze oral narratives. Most importantly, historic San-
born maps linked narratives to actual places. Design workshops enabled Kin-
ston stakeholders to vet archival research and supplement information not yet 
recorded. 
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Benefitting from folklorists’ inventory 
of music assets and numerous com-
munity engagement sessions in 
2008, Professor Kofi Boone and an 
N.C. State University design team 
developed a plan for Kinston, which 
has informed subsequent design 
efforts, according to literature from 
the Arts Council regarding the mu-
sic trail. Boone and his team 
worked with landscape architects 
Fernando Magallanes and Terry Nar-
anjo, and architect Victor Vines. 
The project received support from-
the North Carolina Arts Council and 
the Kinston Community Council for 
the Arts.
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Music Trail features

Design proposal for sculpture
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Art Walks are effective for engaging the community in experiencing public and 
gallery art, local music, and crafts. Art Walks are a free, self-guided tour that 
combines visual and live art with engaging events. Typically, the first Friday of 
each month galleries, studios and cultural attractions stay open late for a mind-
expanding night of art, food, drink and fun. Annual arts festivals are also a 
showcase to the community of local and regional talent and a potential source 
of income for artists.

Local and national arts events are listed on the website:
http://fineartamerica.com/upcomingevents.html
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